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Stock funds originated in the military departments in
1893 when the Congress sanctioned the Naval Supply Fund. Since
that time, they have become a financial management tool for use
in controlling vast quantities of the military inventory.
The size, scope, and modus operandi of the stock funds
vary considerably among each of the military services. This
disparity is analagous to many other conditions that exist in
the Armed Forces, where a basic directive is subject to varying
interpretations and implementations.
The National Security Act Amendments of 19^9 authorized
and encouraged the use of stock funds. The Secretary of
Defense was empowered by law to make the use of stock funds
mandatory; however, discretionary powers regarding the imple-
mentation were also given. This flexible "mandate" exists to
the present date, and all services react accordingly.
The Marine Corps Stock Fund was not established until
July 1, 1953. Participation in the "Korean Conflict" was a
partial cause for the delay but pressure from the Congress

mounted and a charter was obtained to commence operations under
the stock fund technique on July 1, 1953.
As mentioned above, each of the military services
interpreted bhe guidance given by the Department of Defense
differently. The .purpose of this thesis is to explore the
results of the Marine Corps' effort to employ the stock fund
technique, to evaluate the progress that has been made in
effecting economies, and to consider the future role of the
stock fund.
The research leading to this paper consisted of an
examination of primary source government documents relating to
stock funds in the Army, Navy, Air Force and Marine Corps.
Personal interviews conducted with officials who have adminis-
tered stock funds were utilized to a maximum. Numerous articles,
reports and theses were reviewed.
Chapter II discusses the concept and the use of stock
funds in the management, control, financing and accounting of
inventories. The merit of financing inventories through this
medium in the military services, when compared with a free
issue system, is given brief coverage.
Chapter III reviews the historical development of stock
funds within the Department of Defense. Particular emphasis
is placed on the planning conducted by responsible officials
at Headquarters, Marine Corps in impl Marine Corps
Stock Fund.

Chapter IV reviews and discusr.es the problems in
arriving at general agreement on the 'criteria to be applied in
determining the items to be included or excluded from. the
Marine Corps Stock Fund. The differ^ Interpretations of the
Department of Defense policies by the Marine Corps and the
other military services are covered.
Chapter V provides an analysis of the Marine Corps'
experience in the management of stock funded inventories during
the period Fiscal Years 19 5^ through 1967. A comparative
analysis of the Marine Corps Stock Fund with other military
service stock funds, in the material categories where commonal-
ity exists, is included.
Chapter VI provides a brief resume of the role of the
Marine Corps Stock Fund under Project PRIME and of new defin-
itions used in determining items to be included or excluded
from the Stock Fund.
Chapter VII presents a brief summary of the report and
the conclusions reached by the author.

/CHAPTER II
THE NATURE OF STOCK FUNDING
*
A stock fund is a device employed by the military
services to provide a simplified and effective means of manag-
ing, controlling, financing and accounting for specified
categories of supplies and equipment.
The stock fund concept is that of a revolving fund, with
a generally fixed capitalization. Reimbursements and collec-
tions are returned to the fund for re-use in a manner that will
maintain the fund principal. The operation of the stock .fund
cycle requires customers to reimburse the fund by using avail-
able consumer (appropriated) funds. Except for an occasional
"free" issue to countries under the Military Assistance Program
(Grant Aid), there are no free issues in this cycle.
The amountof^supplies ordered by users is normally
controlled by the amount of appropriated funds available to
them. Under this system, allotments of annually appropriated
funds are made available to posts, stations, and activities,
in conformance with approved command operating budgets. Por-
tions of these funds are programmed for the pay of civilian

5personnel, travel, and other services, and for purchasing
supplies from the stock fund. When used in this manner, they
are known as "consumer funds."
Chart 1 oversimplifies the operational aspects of the
stock fund. Consider that the stocks in t arrel have be-
priced and capitalized into the stock fund. The right side of
the chart illustrates that point in time when the fund sells
stocks already in the barrel to the consumers. The consumer
replenishes the barrel by utilizing appropriated funds to
reimburse the stock fund. The reimbursement transaction re-
sults in the accumulation of "stock fund cash" which the supply
manager uses to procure other stocks to replenish the barrel.
When a stock fund item is sold (issued) to a user, the
cost of the item is charged to the operations of the applicable
consuming activity. This is accomplished by recording the
costs in financial cost accounts, which are used to reflect and
control the amount of operating cost of a particular activity.
When coupled with work-Units accomplished and engineered and
other performance standards, these costs help to measure the
effectiveness and efficiency of the operating agency. Experi-
enced cost and performance information is then utilized as a
basis for ascertaining the effectiveness of performance budgets,
The stock fund operation offers a tremendous challenge














oi a stock fund are similar to those faced in any large
commercial merchandising operation. Proper management demands
an awareness of fundamental business concepts and indicators,
and also requires sound lines of organizational authority with
responsive budgetary and accounting techniques.
It is true that accounting for the dollar value of
supplies purchased, those on hand, and those that have been
consumed can be accomplished without the use of stock funds.
Further, most authorities agree that using such funds to
finance technical items with low turnover is not practicable.
Although stock funds cannot cure all the faults of poor supply
management, their use does simplify accounting and budgeting.
Stock funds can improve the ability of a good manager to do an
effective job in purchasing and in inventory control. It is
also generally acknowledged that the use of stock funds simpli-
fies Congressional control of operations by clearly distinguish-
ing consumption from supply. This allows the Congress to
maintain control over consumption by the appropriation process
with better knowledge of previous consumption and of quantities
of repetitive-use material on hand.
More often than not when stock funds are discussed the
emphasis has been on their contribution to more effective
U.S., Congress, House, Committee on Government
Operations, Military Supply Management
,
Third Intermediate
Report, July 16, 1953 (Washington: Government Printing Office,
1953), p. 15.

management. . . J, McNeil, former Assistant Secretary of
Defense, has often voiced his enthusiasm for the increased u
of stock funds in the Department of Defense, both during his
tenure in office and later, but probably never more eloquen'
than when testifying before the Senate Committee on Government
Operations in 1961 just after Charles J. Hitch, his successor,
initially presented his programming-planning-budgeting system.
Mr. McNeil stated that:
The full use of the tools provided by Congress in
title IV of the National Security Act will, in my opinion,
produce more savings, or saying it another way, more defense
for the resources provided than the value of all the mis-
takes in judgement or errors concerning weapons which are
made and which will probably continue to be made by the
Department of Defense.
Everyone would agree that it is of vital importance
that the hundred or so major programs of the Department
receive every attention.
However, someone has to look at the myriad of minor
programs and transactions which in the aggregate involve
huge sums. The problem of the management and control of
maintenance and operations, and the utilization of person-
nel is the hardest to get at and the most difficult to
solve.
Here organizational and financial arrangements which
'make human nature work for us rather than against US,'
are most helpful. A broad area where such arrangements can
be applicable is the greater use of working capital funds .
Congress has authorized and urged the establishment of
what have been called stock funds. In effect, these are
'merchandising institutions' for the management . and control
of consumable-type inventories. Under such an arrangement,
nothing can be withdrawn from inventory without a charge
being made against current operating funds within levels

established by Congress and the Executive branch.
•iperience has shown that responsible commanders and
managers immediately assume greater responsibility for t.
proper use of material when accountable in such a manner.
Free issues of such material from stock are conducive to
carelessness or waste. Accounting or statistical reports
er the fact will never do the job. While real progress
has been made in establishing such merchandising arrange-
ments, and in ^their use, much more can be done.
Prior to the inauguration of the stock fund technique,
inventories of consumable supplies owned by the military
services were controlled by quantities. Issues out of stocks
were measured only in units, which did not provide an adequate
control over usage. Consumption of supplies and materials by
the consuming activity were not always recorded or effectively
2
controlled. In like manner, stocks discarded because of
deterioration, obsolescence, unsuitability to current needs,
or changes in design or style or for any other reason were
recorded only in units. There was no practical way to measure
the dollar costs of inventories on hand or the relationship of
issues and discards. Once an item was purchsed, its dollar
cost was no longer of significance as a control factor. Account-
ability for inventories under such a system was little more
U.S. Congress, Senate, Subcommittee of the Committee
on Government Operations, Hearings, National Policy Machinery
,
87th Cong., 1st Sess.
, 1961, p. 106$.
2
U.S. Department of Defense, Working Capital Funds , A
Report to the Secretary of Defense by the Assistant Secretary
of Defense (Comptroller ), Fiscal Year 195^, p. 1'+. Cited
hereafter as Working Capital Funds .
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tha ponsibility to physically safeguard assigned stoc',
no matter what their condition or service value might be. Poor-
inventory management and unsound administrative policies could
not be readily subjected to the light of full disc Losure at all
- 1levels.
The aforementioned aspect of quantitative accountability
with its assigned responsibilities was important, of course,
and even under the stock fund remains unchanged. Under stock
fund procedures, however, this accountability is supplemented
by more stringent requirements. Any actions affecting inven-
tories caused by issuance for use or discarding of items must
be disclosed in terms of dollar cost. Thus the full ramifica-
tions of inventory control actions are susceptible to ready
identification, interpretation and evaluation at all levels.
Even a lack of positive action, when such may be indicated,
becomes evident by the increased amount of dollar investment in
inventories.
The basic principles and objectives of the stock fund
are quite simple. In essence, the dollar cost of each trans-
action must be shown and an accounting in dollars for all
materials accepted into and issued from the inventory must be




operations is that once an item of supply is purchased by and
placed under control of a stock fund it must be accounted for,
in dollars, until it is either charged to a consumer appropri-
ation, transferred to some other accountability, or disposed of
as no longer of use to the fund. In any event, the cost of all
transactions or actions in -terms of dollar costs of materials
involved must be disclosed in financial statements.
It is interesting to note -chat prior to the use of the
stock fund with its requirement for dollar reporting, the
passage of time tended to obscure ineffective or poor procure-
ment policies. Under the stock fund the opposite is true, in
that zhe passage of time brings with it inevitable disclosure
of ineffiencies and policy errors, because of enforced dollar
accounting. The use of dollar accounting and control of inven-
tories also lends itself to greater use of cross servicing and
2to the implementation of performance-type budgeting.
Inventories of consumable materials, within the military
services, represent an investment of billions of dollars. Upon
capitalization a large part of these inventories are financed
out of prior years' appropriations. These inventories are
comprised of hundreds of thousands of different type line items.
Prior to the use of the stock fund technique there was no
1 2




.tor by wh . udget requests could readily be
compared with available inventories on hand or on order. The
stock fund uses the dollar as the common denominator, with
operating and financial reports furnishing in readily under-
standable form much of the information required for intelligent
budget review, in relation to available assets, and for effec-
tive inventory management. It is almost impossible to compare
results realized under current stock fund techniques with those
in practice in prior periods on any comprehensive monetary
basis. This is principally due to the fact that results in
prior periods are obscure and generally not available.
Since the introduction of stock funds in the Defense .•
establishment, substantial savings have been effected, as
revealed in Table 1. Through Fiscal year 1967, Defense Stock
Funds have returned over S3 billion to the United States Treas-
ury for reappropriation or other use by Congress.
The establishment of a stock fund does not in itself
solve any problems or create efficiency. Regardless of how
material is financed, sound inventory accounting, control, and
management criteria must be emphasized to meet the demands of
national defense at the least cost. This problem is one of no
meager magnitude both in relation to operating performance and
dollar investment. Failure to balance inventory against
^bid.

airements can produce untold waste, while failure in t
management of these functions may even cause defeat in battle
TABLE 1
STOC
MTVE SUMMARY OF A. TIQIiS
(Tl. its)
Combined
Array Navy Marine Air
Defence
Gtock
Total Corps Force Fund
Balance - June 30, 191+9 $ 862,587 $ $ 862,587 $ $ $
Changes During Fi sal
Yearr. 1950-1967
Congressional
priations 1/ 1,198,000 1+21,000 670,000 — 107,000
Congressional
recisions (3,01+9,000) (1,61+2,000) (979,000) (53,000) (375,000) _—
Transfers from other
appropriations 1,1+20,1*00 35^,100 1+30,000 1*0,000 596,300
Transfers to other
appropriations (3,293,05!*) {1,989,25k) (605,000) (115,500) (193,300) (390, OCX))
Transfers between
stock funds — - (1*5,000) 20,000 15,000 ... 10,000
Total Changes 2/ $(3,723,651+) $(2,901,1^) $(1+61+, 000) $(113,500) $ 28,000 $("273,000)
Balance - June 30, 1967 $(2,861,067) $(2,901,151+) $ 398,587 $(113,500) $ 28,000 $(273,000)
1/ Includes the following increases for FY 67: Array $351 million, Navy $77 million, Defense Stock
$107 million. -^-"'
2/ Entries in parentheses on this^ilne indicate that recisions and transfers to other appropriations
exceed Congressional appropriations and transfers from other appropriations in the amount shown.
bource
:
Working; Capital Fund, June 30, 196?, p. 73.
An item is procured, stored, and recorded for use as
needed. Thousands of items must be identified against need
and use, and related to their counterparts, for classification
in the organization for a complete element or facility. The
depot must always have what is needed, in amount, type and kind
as the demand exists or develops. The center around which
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control revolves is the positioning or physical distri
I
an item. It may be called a storeroom, depot or storage point,
or a warehouse, but no matter what it is called, it is the
"operating point" about which people must work, plan, and
manage inventories. in order to do an adequate and comprehensive
job. Here, inventory accounting, control and management con-
stitutes a major business area.
The effective use of stock funds in the Department of
Defense as a tool to better supply management was aptly
recognized in 195^ when the United States Marine Corps was
completing its first year of operations under this technique.
e Cooper Committee in its report to the Secretary of Defense
2
stated that better supply management was achieved through:
Encouraging the putting of all common-use stores und<
one management in each service, with the possibility of
accomplishing savings in purchase, inspection, storage,
and transportation due to the elimination of duplication
of items in different supply systems of each military
service.
Inducing a systematic and cyclic review of requirements
for buying in the most economical lots and when market
conditions are most advantageous.
U.S. Department of Defense, Report of Inventor
Activities Working Group on Inventory Accounting and Management
Criteria
. Prepared for Advisory Committee on Fiscal Organiz- -








Eliminating the tendency on the part of invi
managers to over-procure in order to use up annual
appropriations.
Directing -greater attention to sound and uniform
pricing.
ng better supply dlBCipll accountability
through elimination of free issues and inducement of pe]
al responsibility.
The financing of common-use, consumable-type items
with stock funds provides controls over procurement and con-
sumption which are not present under a free issue system. With
the dollar as the denominator the consumer is limited by the
Congress as to the amount of funds available for consumption.
During a given year, however, the supply manager is only
restricted to the dollar reinvestment in inventory based on
ongoing sales. Thus, if the inventory is excessive in those
items for which the consumer has requirements, reinvestment is
not immediately required. The use of this technique has result-
ed in substantial savings as indicated, which would conceivably
not have been possible under the free issue system. Mr. McNeil
and the Cooper Committee have justifiably supported the use of
stock funds by the military services in achieving economies
and efficiency. At the time the respective statement and
report were made, stock funds had proven an invaluable financial
management tool for many years with the Navy and more recer.
with the other military services.

• CHAPTER III
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF STOCK FUNDS
WITHIN THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
The stock fund is not a recent innovation. It has been
employed for many years with much success, particularly by
municipalities. The first of such funds was established in
the United States Navy in 189$. On March $ of that year the
Congrc. . passed an act creating the "Naval Supply Fund," which
was credited with $200,000 for the purchase of ordinary commer-
cial supplies.
And the Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized
and directed to cause general account of advances to be
charged with the sum of two hundred thousand dollars, which
amount shall be carried to the credit of a permanent naval
supply fund to be used under the direction of the Secretary
of the Navy in the purchase of ordinary commercial supplies
for the Naval service, and to be reimbursed from the proper
Naval appropriations whenever the supplies purchased under
said fund are issued for use. 2
Three features of this act merit special attention. The
first was the fact that money was appropriated or transferred
-'-James F. Unger, "A Critical Analysis of the Army
Method of Determining the Cost and Selling Prices of Inventory
Items." (Unpublished Master's thesis, University of Pennsyl-
vania, 1959), p. 8.




.ieral Account of Advances," (a fund consisl of
sum total of all Naval appropriations) and not from the
general fund of the Treasury. Second, it stipulated that only
ordinary commercial supplies could be purchased with the fund.
And finally, reimbursement from the proper appropriation v/as to
be made upon issue of stock from the fund. During the ensuing
period from the fund's inception, the Naval Supply Fund continued
to increase in size and scope to include ship repair parts and
ether technical items.
In 1939? "the Navy requested an additional one million
dollars for the Naval Supply Fund to cover the purchase of
aeronautical and ship material which was creating a significant
burden on the cash position of the fund in support of the oper-
ating forces. The request was denied because Congress thought
that the larger part of this material was to be purchased for
immediate use and should be purchased under the appropriation
concerned. As a result, technical items had to be financed
with annual appropriation funds.
Prior to the outbreak of World War II, inventories
aboard ships were carried in the Naval Supply Fund, and were
accounted for in the same manner as stores held by shore activ-
ities. When shipboard stores were issued for end-use, the
HJ.S. Department of the Navy, Bureau of Supplies and
Accounts, History of Navy Stock Fund and Naval Supply Account
,
19^5
» p. 68. Cited hereafter as History of i.':vy .'to,-, i; _.

pre ^impropriation was charged and the Naval Supply Fund was
reimbursed.
During the Congressional hearing of 1959, the Navy
pressed for additional money to finance larger stocks of items
which had a large turnover rate so that greater economy in
purchasing could be brought about. Congress was less than
receptive to proposals for increasing appropriations that year,
and suggested that as an alternative, stores should be expended
to the appropriation which would ultimately use them at the time
they were put aboar£--cf vessel. Such a procedure would speed up
reimbursement to the fund, with the net effect of increasing
fund cash with which to finance larger stocks. The Navy object-
ed on the basis that there was no way to determine the appropri-
ation which would finally use -che store.
.
Because of the considerable paperwork involved in
carrying shipboard inventories in the Naval Supply Fund, and
because such accounting was not considered feasible in wartime,
Congress passed the following law:
Naval Supply Account Fund, $160,000,000: Provided, that
the value of the balances of supplies and materials on
board Naval vessels on January 1, 19^-2 shall be expended
from the Naval Supply Account as directed, by the Secretary
of the Navy, without charge to current appropriations. -*-
U.S., 57 Stat. 79 Act of February 7, 1942.

19
With the removal of certain technical items from the
Naval Supply Fund, the term stock fund was first introduced,
fund was now able to function as a storekeeping account
and was redesignated as "The Naval Gtock Fund." The concept
was not extended, however, to the Marine Corps or the Army.
After World War II, the need for improved financial
management within the Federal Government was evident from the
findings of the First Hoover Commission. The Commission found
that there was a colossal need to reform the methods of budget-
ing, in the appropriation structure and in the Federal Govern-
ment's accounting system. It stated in its report on budgeting
and accounting: "The Federal budget is an inadequate document,
poorly organized and improperly designed to serve its major
purpose, which is to present an understandable workable financial
2plan for the expenditures of the Government." A major budget-
ary reform was proposed by the Commission in Recommendation No.
of its Report on Budgeting and Accounting: "We recommend that
the whole budgeting concept should be refashioned by the
adoption of a budget based upon functions, activities, and




U.S. Commission on Organization of the Executive Branch
of the Government , Budgeting and Accounting: A Report tc
ongress (Washington: Government Printing Office, 19^9)
, P- 7.






pre • ;s. This we designate a 'performance budget
This recommendation was supplemented by the followi:
proposal of A. E. Buck in the Commission's Task Force. Report
:
A program or performance budget should be substitute
for the present budget, thus presenting in a document of
much briefer c.ompass the Government's expenditure require-
ments in terms of services, activities, and work projects
rather than in terms of things bought. Such a budget should
not detract from congressional responsibility and should
greatly improve and expedite committee consideration.
2
To support its contention the Commission pointed out
the following:
. . . an examination of the 1950 budget revealed estimates
requesting modernization of 102 more tanks of a certain
type ohan the Army actually possessed. In another case a
misplaced figure added some 50 million dollars to the
budget estimate.
5
Understandably, with defense costs rising, the
separation of unit accounting from financial accounting could
no longer be tolerated. Adoption of a system combining inven-
tory and financial accounting was a necessity if the government
was to achieve maximum utilization of its resources. The
Hoover Commission stressed this in stating:
We hold as a matter of conviction, based on our




HJ.S. Commission on Organization of the Executive Branch
of the Government, Task Force Report, Fiscal Budgeting, and
Accounting Activities
,
A Report to Congress (Washington:
Government Printing Office, 1949), p. 43.
^Commission on Organization, Budgeting and Accountir .
pp. 39-4A.

Lt as well as outside of it, a strong
accounting department . . . is as necessary to the success
of government as it is to the success of private enter-
prise. 1
As indicated in Chapter II , financial inventory-
accounting is a prerequisite to the establishment of a stock
fund. This additive feature to quantitative control was in
accordance with the following recommendation of the Commission:
"The armed services should at least in peacetime keep complete,
2
accurate, and current inventories."
The Congress, in the enactment of the 194-9' Amendments
to the National Security Act of 194-7, was without a doubt
greatly influenced by the recommendations of the Hoover Com-
Lon as supplemented by the testimony of expert witnesses
•ing the Congressional hearings on the bill. The case 'for
the establishment of stock funds within the Department of
Defense was reinforced by the testimony of Mr. W. J. McNeil,
who later accepted the appointment as Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Comptroller), who stated:
The Department of the Navy has had this very excellent
tool for management for 54- years. It started 54 years ago,
as a rather small business operation, and was very helpful
in World War I. It was carried on in a substantial size
through the twenties and thirties and stood the test of




*U.S. Congress, Senate, Committee on Armed Services,
National Security Act Amendments of 194 (Washington: Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1949), p. 2669.
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The I949 amendments to the National Security Act of
194-7 provided that the budget estimates of the Department of
Defense
:
. . . shall be prepared, presented, and justified, wh(.
practicable, and authorized programs shall be administered,
in such form and manner as the Secretary of Defense, sub-
ject to the authority and direction of the President, may
determine, so as to account for, and report,^. the cost of
performance of readily identifiable functional programs
and activities, with segregation of operating and capital
programs.
1
In this manner, the Secretary of Defense was given greater
authority over financial management in the D ;,inent , and the
Congress also required that he submit "performance budgets"
thereafter. Accordingly, the budget and accounting structure .
of military departments were simplified and made more uni-
Broad classifications such as Personnel, Operation and
Maintenance, Procurement, Research and Development, and Con-
struction replaced antiquated appropriation categories under
which the technical services of the Army and the Naval bureaus
had received and administered their own separate appropriations.
Another notable innovation of the National Security Act
Amendments of 194-9 wa s the creation of the position of the
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) and that of the
comptrollers in each of the three military departments. Known as
U.S. Congress, National Security Act Amendments of
1949, Public Law 216^81st Cong., 1st Sess.
, 194-9, p. 10.

V to the act, this portion prescribed the du
the Comptroller of the Department of Defense and the military
department comptrollers.
Section 401 of the amendments set forth the responsibil-
ities of the Comptroller of Defense generally as:
1. The supervision and preparation of budget estimates.
The establishment, supervision, and execution of
principles, policies, and procedures in connection with organi-
zational and administrative matters relating to budgeting,
accounting, progress and statistical reporting, and internal
audit.
5. The establishment of policies and procedures relating
to the expenditure and collection of funds administered by the
department.
4. The establishment of uniform terminology and procedures
in all such matters.
In Section 402, Congress directed attention 10 the
military department comptrollers. It specified that each was
responsible for all budgeting, accounting, progress and statis-
tical reporting, and internal audit in his respective department
and for the administrative organizational structure and manager-




p. 9- Ibid . , p. 10.

V also : the "f use of
work - each department. Sc/'wion 405
provi • that:
. .
. the Secretar of Defen! zed to require
al 1 : :-iment« of wor. ;-capital fundi . . . for the
pur o - . % - oing inventories o LCh stores,
• pplies, mat;- rials and equipment as he many designate . . .
Finally, Section 410 established the requirement for
overall financial records of inventories in the military
services. This section provides:
The Secretary of Defense shall cause property records
to be maintained in the three military departments, so far
as practicable on both a quantitative and monetary basis,
under regulations which he shall prescribe. Such property
records shall include . . . the supplies, material, and
aquipment held in store by the armed services. . . . ^
The foundation was now laid for the employment of new
inventory and financial management techniques within the
military services. By installing financial inventory account-
ing, the services were put on a more business-like basis and
given the capability of producing financial statements and
reports of the same type that are required in private corpora-
tions.
The Army and the Air Force followed the Navy's example
of financing of consumable supplies through the stock fund








measure provided guidelines which the Marine Corps followed a
few years later. Delayed by involvement in the "Korean Con-
flict" the Marine Corps established its stock fund in Fiscal
Year 195^.
The die w^s cast, however, when an amendment to the
Department of Defense Appropriation Act of 1955 prohibited the
obligation of funds "for procurement, production, warehousing;
distribution of supplies and equipment, as related to supply
management functions, except in accordance with regulations
jued by the Secretary of Defense." This action by the
Congress reflected its dissatisfaction with the efforts with!
the Department of Defense to establish unified supply procedures
The legislation was approved on July 10, 1952 and on September
5, 1952 the Department of Defense issued a directive prescrib-
ing regulations applicable to the military supply system. The
purpose of the regulations was to implement the legislation and
to achieve an efficient and practical operation of an integrated
supply system (including procurement, production, warehousing,
and distribution of supplies and equipment and related supply
functions) to meet the needs of the military departments without
2duplicating or overlapping of either operations or functions.
^Public Law 488, 82nd Cong., 55 Stat. 517-
2u.S. Department of Defense, Establishment of Basic




A I Q this directive in November, 1952 stated that 'all
existing directives regulating supply were to be regarded as
implementing the legislation. The directive further specified
t:
tie basic .Regulations set forth important and desirable
i stives in the field of supply \ bo be Imple-
mented as fast as practicable. . . .
Procurement will be in accordance with procedures which
include timely submission of consolidated requirements, the
phasing of requirements, market analyses, phased placement
of orders, and phased delivery schedules . . .
Within each military service (Army, Navy, Marine Corps
and Air Force) there shall be established and maintained
but one single supply and inventory control point for each
specified category of items. . . .
. . . fuels and lubricants, household and office type
furniture and material, general housekeeping material,
individual clothing and equipment, and vehicular spare
parts. ...
Stocks of common-use standard stock items^will be
financed through Stock (revolving) Funds. Special atten-
tion shall immediately be given to all categories of
common-use standard stock items. ...
The directive further stated that the cataloging and
standardization programs were to be vigorously pursued. The
Defense Cataloging and Standardization Act of 1955 established
a Defense Supply Management Agency in the Office of the Secre-
tary "to develop a single catalog system and related program of
U.S. Department of Defense, Basic Regulations for the
Military Supply System
,
DOD Directive 4000.8, November 17, 1952,





sts g supplies for the Department of Defense' These
programs were to have a significant impact on the Marine Corps
Stock Fund in light of later developments relating to the
management of supplies within the Department of Defense. Each
ese programs is worthy of separate study and detailed
analysis; however, without detracting from their importance,
only a superficial treatment will be presented here in relation
to the Marine Corps Stock Fund.
Briefly stated, the objectives of the cataloging a;
standardization programs were as follows:
Cataloging . - Provided for the description, identifica-
tion, classification, and numbering for each item in all
material categories.
Standardization . - Geared to achieve, through the use
of a single specification, the elimination of overlapping and
duplicating specifications, and the reduction and elimination
2
of number of sizes, kinds and types of generally similar items.
•The Secretary of the Navy lost little time in implement-
ing the Department of Defense Directive applicable to financing
common-use standard-stock items by the Marine Corps. In early
September 1952, he drafted a letter directing the Commandant
Public Law 4-36, 82nd Cong., 66 Stat. $18.
2




to i stablishment by July 1, 19 c3 a revolvir.
fui .ancing common-use standard-stock items and sent it
to Marine Corps Headquarters for comment and concurrence. The
Commandant, in reply, concurred with the Secretary, but took
exception to the date proposed for conversion as follows:
It is considered that it will not be feasible for the
Marine Corps to have a revolving fund in full operation on
1 July, 1953- An orderly cut-over from the present system
of accounting to the revolving stock fund will require
development of an organization and training of personnel in
fields completely new to the Marine Corps, to include
pricing of items, .and analysis and auditing of financial
records. It has been the experience of the Army that
twelve (12) months is required to place in operation a
fund of this nature for a single category of items; i.e.,
clothing and equipage. -*-
The Commandant recommended that the date for commencing
operations be extended to July 1, 195^- a^d. also that when
regulations governing the use of stock funds were issued by
the Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) that the Marine Corps
and the Comptroller of the Navy be directed to establish a
joint working panel to formulate procedures necessary for
Marine Corps' compliance.
The Secretary's position was firm, however and within
nine days after the submission of the Marine Corps' reclama,
in a letter directive to the Comptroller of the Navy, the
Letter from the Commandant of the Marine Corps to the





Commandant of the Marine Corps and the Chief of Naval Material
he confirmed his decision and provided a plan of action:
It is essential that immediate action be taken to
accomplish the establishment of a revolving fund for the
use of the Marine Corps for financing common-use standard
stock items. This timely action should insure a conversion
of the funding, of the inventories of this category of stocks
at all major Marine Corps Supply depots by 1 July, 1952
as soon thereafter as practicable. To this end the follow-
ing specification must be initiated without delay:
An estimated developed amount of money which will be
required to finance the inventory necessary to sustain the
logistic support of the Marine Corps; referring of course
only to common-use standard stock items. That's estimate of
requirements should be included in the 195^- budget request.
A task force composed of representatives of the Marine
Corps and the Office of the Comptroller of the Navy should
be organized for the purpose, of vigorously pursuing this •
project, and directing actions necessary to an orderly cut-
over activity by activity, so that on 1 July, 1955 the
revolving stock fund will be in operation in appropriate
fields in consonance with the Department of Defense policy.
In order to carry out this directive and to provide
liaison with the Department of Defense on matters pertain-
ing to policy guidance, interpretations of reference and
in particular to stock fund regulations shortly to be
promulgated by the Secretary of Defense, I desire the
"Comptroller of the Navy, together with the Commandant of
the Marine Corps and the Chief of Naval Material to estab-
lish a joint working panel for the purpose of developing
and directing the implementation of actions necessary for
compliance with the referenced directive. (DOD Directive
4-000.8 of 5 September, 1952). 1
The Navy's experience in the financing of consumables
through the stock fund mechanism set the pattern for the course
Letter from Secretary of the Navy to Commandant of the
Marine Corps, Comptroller of the Navy and Chief of Naval
Material, September 26, 1952.
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ition "arine Corps was to follow in readying the
st leadquarters and all field activities to absorb the
impact of the stock fund on Marine Corps operations.
A preliminary study was conducted by a special group of
>r military officers and civilians of the Supply Department,
Headquarters, Marine Corps to blueprint the course of action
which the joint working panel would follow. On October 28,
1952, the group presented to the Quartermaster General of the
Marine Corps a proposal based on the following assumptions.
That the Marine Corps will be authorized to have its
own stock fund . . .
That the Quartermaster General of the Marine Corps will
be the administrator of the Stock Fund.
That the Marine Corps will be permitted to install the
Stock Fund, project by project.
That the Finance Branch, Supply Department , Headquarters,
U.S. Marine Corps will maintain fiscal records to account
for the Stock Fund.
Supply and Inventory Control points will be at
Headquarters U.S. Marine Corps.-1- (Note: In 19% , Supply
and Inventory control functions for stock-funded individual
clothing, electronics, engineer, general supply, motor
transport and ordnance items moved to Marine Corps Supply
Activity, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.)
The Task Force found that the material categories
existence within the Marine Corps Supply System were readily
Letter from Colonel Earl H. Phillips, USMC , Senior
Member, Prospective Task Force for Stock Fund Project to the
Quartermaster General of the Marine Corps, October 28, 1952.
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identifiable, consistent with supply groupings used by other
military departments, and met the requirements established by
the Department of Defense.
The following priorities for the capitalization of items







Motor Transport Supply items
Ordnance Supply items
.
Recognition of the tasks to be performed prior to the
Stock Fund becoming operational were developed. They were as
follows
:
Determination of items to be included in each project.
Estimate initial working capital requirements . . .
Promulgation of a system of coding stock fund items
according to transactions.
Assignment of symbols to identify materials for supply
and inventory control purposes.
Expansion of Finance Branch . . . to maintain necessary
ledgers to account for stock fund.





Determination of stock levels and policy for
'.intaining. . . .
Develop a . . . stores accounting system to reflect
financial and quantity accounting. ...
Devise and/or revise forms, catalogs and' price 1
to conform with stores accounting system.
*
Prescribe audits and audit agencies.
Provide guidelines for review of "budget program.
Develop accounting manual(s) . . .
Modify current appropriation accounting procedures to
have field allottees account for stock fund items.
. . . preparation of . . . charter.
The program outlined was ambitious but received the
approval of the Quartermaster General on October 29 and the
2Commandant of the Marine Corps on November 4, 1952. The
groundwork for the members of the joint working panel had been
accomplished, and on November 6, 1952 the Secretary of the Navy
formally approved the establishment of the Revolving Fund Task
Force.
On November 10, 1952, upon the recommendation of this





Letter fr-oln Senior Member, Task Force for Revolving
Stock Fund to the Commandant of the Marine Corps, December 4,
1952.
5u.S. Marine Corps, The Marine Corns Stock Fund Ann
Report





ponsibilities to the Supply Sections, Headqu-
Corps for identification of those common-use standard-stock
items susceptible to financing by the Stock Fund. Sections

















Chart 2 illustrates the format the Supply and Invento
Control points were to follow in making the report of items
recommended for stock fund financing.. Considering that 34- , 188
individual line items were initially capitalized into the Stock
Fund, the task was monumental. The deadline date for reporting
7
was January 15, 1953-
The criteria to be observed in determining the classes
of items to be included in the stock fund were specified as:
Letter from the Quartermaster General of the Marine





























































































































1. In general there must be r ly
recurring demand for any category of items (or item) held
by the Stock Fund so that the Stock Fund investment therein
all not become frozen. The item must be susceptible of
normal inventory management without causing losses of
capital in excess of that which can reasonably be recovered
through pricing of issues to cover such losses. This is
Sometimes referred to as 'The general prudential rule'.
2. Generally, the items which may be included in the
Stock Fund shall be confined to those held for issue for
supply purposes and not extended to include those held for
capital investment or for use. In this connection the
following types of items shall be excluded:
(a) Real estate, installed equipment, industrial and
similar machinery and equipment, issued and in use
or held in stores for future use.
(b) Tanks, automotive vehicles, artillery and similar
items.
(Components of the aforementioned items may be included
in the Stock Fund if there is a recurring demand for them
and so long as they are held in stores and are not in use.)
5. Firm, adequate and standardized specifications for
the item must be available. Brand buying in lieu of
specifications will be accepted in items customarily pro-
cured by brand standards.
4-. A low rate of loss from obsolescence, deterioration
or shrinkage can be determined.
1
- Any individual item shall be excluded from the
Stock Fund if it is not fully developed for use or applica-
• tion and there is a major contingency that it will not be
stocked for continuing recurring use.
6. The Stock Fund shall not be used for financing the
purchase of and investment in items for resale to personnel
of the Armed Services primarily for their personal c n-
ience with a mark up over cost to cover expenses or
welfare contributions.
^
Tentative mission and functional statements with an
accompanying organizational chart for the Stock Fund Branch
1
*Ibid. , Enclosure (1).

prepared and submitted, and they i red approval by tl
' of the Marine Corps on D- or 25, 1952.
Progress by the end of January, 1955 revealed a clear picture
of the planning which would culm' n complete implernenta-
2
>y the 'gel; date of July 1, 1953-
In order for the stock fund to be an effective
management tool, the needs of the consumer must be satisfied
when demands are placed on the supply systems. Projected sales
from the stock fund are therefore geared to estimated consumer
purchases. Like the Hoover Commission and its concern over
erroneous budget estimates, the Marine Corps Commandant in 1952
was equally concerned with the excess of stock fund type items
held by consuming units. Although directives were in existence
charging commanding officers to keep on hand only such articles
as were actually required and which could be properly maintained
and safeguarded, and ordering all excesses to be reported, he
sent out a letter on March 25, 1952 which was straightforward
and explicit. It stated:
. . . recent review of some reports of the Audit and
Inventory Teams reflects overages in single stock fund
type items of as much as one thousand per cent in num;
and thousands of dollars in value. Failure to correct this
U.S. Marine Corps, Headquarters, Assistant Chief of
Staff G-l, Memorandum to the Chief of Staff, December 25, 1952.




.cure will place t urine
: an untenable position wit: pect to obtaining
opriatior: ....
In view of this critical situation confronting the
Marine Corps, commanders will take immediate act as
follows
:
a. Coffiuianting Generals Fleet Marine Force, Pacific
eet Marine Corce, Atlantic will take such action as will
insure as far as practicable the attainment of the exact
authorized allowances by 1 July 1953 for all organizations
under their respective commands.
b. Commanders of all non-Fleet Marine Force activities
will
:
(1) On the basis of directives . . . and the
applicable Table of Organization, compile and maintain
an up-to-date listing of items and numbers of each item
which has been computed to be the stockage objective of
his command.
(2) Consider the on hand, on order and consumption
factors with relation to amounts computed in (l) above
and determine the estimated excesses as of 1 July 195$.
(3) Cancel requisitions, where applicable, to
achieve objective.
(4-) Prior to 1 May 1953 submit a list . . . showing
by item, the estimated quantities of each which will be
on hand in excess of the stockage objective plus ten
percent (10%), as of 1 July 1953. . . .
(5) Requisition items in short supply so that
stockage objective will be met by 1 July 1953-
The importance of these actions and the seriousness of
the need for corrective action was emphasized in the following
statements
:
Letter from the Commandant of the Marine Corps to All
Commanding Officers, March 11, 1953.

All Commanders are directed to . at
Tor a high standard of performance on the part of their
subordinate commanders relating to c supply respons-
ibility, and to be severe in makin, ciess reports of
those officers failing to display the proper concern and
attitude toward economy in supply management.
In all cases where Inspector General reports, Audit and
Inventory Team reports, or other reports of inspection
indicate lack of efficient supply management within a
command, the Commandant will take the necessary action to
see that the records of the Commanding Officers concerned
reflect such failure to effect economy in management
.
The excess listings were processed by the Supply and
inventory Control points and, where considered economical,
commanding officers were directed to return selected items to
2
the supply system.
The action by the Commandant affected the Stock Fund in
at least three ways
:
1. It reduced requirements for procurement of some
items by the Stock Fund after capitalization.
2. It hastened procurement from the Stock Fund by the
consumer for those items which had to be replaced beginning
with the first month under Stock Fund operations.
$. It contributed to the generation of excesses which






Interview with James F. Hoettels, Director, Stock
Management Division, Supply Department, Headquarters, U.S.
Marine Corps, January, 1968.
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The ' list, introduced on page 31 served as an
invaluable aid in the design, organization, and development of
policy and procedures under the stock fund environment. The
orts of the Task Force progressed with such satisfaction
that on March 17,. 1953 a recommended charter was forwarded to
the Secretary of the Navy with a request that he obtain approval
of the Assistant Secretary of I *se (Comptroller). The
arter was approved by Mr. McNeil on June 1, 195$. (See
Appendix A) Stores accounting instructions were prepa -nd
distributed to participating field activities on April 15, 1953.
Accompanying guidance provided for replacement of the
existing accounting system with the new system on a memorandum
2basis commencing June 1, 1953. This informal system was
formalized on July 1, 1953 into the stores accounts in exist-
ence today which identify items in the supply system as Sto
Fund (Marine Corps Stock Fund Account) and "free" issue (Marine
Corps Appropriation Stores Account). These accounts distinguish
the items to be excluded from the appropriation stores account
and included in the stock fund account. The criteria for making
such determination is discussed in Chapter IV.
In early June, 1953, the President of the United Stat
approved the transfer of funds from Fiscal Year 1953 appropri-
ations to the Marine Corps Stock Fund as follows:
-*-Stock Fund Annual Report











MO, 000, 000 1
The President further indicated that hereafter the
Marine Corps Stock Fund would be subject to the normal budgetary
processes. The $40 million in cash coupled with inventories
of $276.1 million constituted the initial working capital of
she Marine Corps Stock Fund on July 1, 1953-
Congress had provided the impetus; the Secretaries
Defense and Navy, respectively, made their demands; and the
Marine Corps complied in making an all out effort to apply the
revolving fund technique in the management of inventories of
stocks of common-use standard stock items. Within a span of
nine short months, plans were developed and implemented which
specified a system of accounting on a monetary basis. For all
practical purposes the same system was employed in accounting
for material carried in the stock fund account as tl in the ..
appropriation stores account. The bas.ic difference was in
Letter from the President of the United States to the




methods of financing and the distribution of charges. In the
first instance, the dollars provided by the President and the
consuming units determined the stocks to be purchased. In the
second, charges were collected for statistical purposes only,
and the items controlled and procured on the basis of estab-
lished allowances.
Implementation of "che stock funding concept represented
a dramatic change in the means of managing Marine Corps inven-
cories and while it would take a few years to prove its worth,
the Task Force and the Marine Corps officers and civilians
occupying top-level managerial positions at the time must be
credited for a job "well done. ; '
The following chapters focus attention on the Marine
Corps 1 experience in reaching decisions on the items to be
included or excluded from stock fund financing and other





The basic principle of the stock fund is its revolving
characteristics without which it ceases to he a working-capital
fund. The selection of classes of items of material, supplies
and equipment for stock fund financing is an important factor
in the revolving aspect of the fund. The military supply
manager is continually faced with the problem of balancing
inventories, commensurate with sales and purchases. Unless a
sale is consummated, reducing the inventory of an item to a
reorder position, stock replenishment is not effected. It is
essential, therefore, that the items capitalized into the fund
not lie dormant in inventory. A most important element then
is the criteria employed in determining the items to be included
or excluded from stock fund financing.
The foregoing, on the surface, and when related to
consumable supplies appears to be a relatively simple problem.
Converse^/, however, it has been the cause for some of the major
difficulties and areas of disagreement encountered by and with
responsible officials within the military services and between




The Marine Corps' historical exp ice in reaching
decisions in this area receives primary coverage in this
chapter. Emphasis is placed on interpretation of the Depart-
ment of Defense policy guidance "by the Marine Corps in particu-
lar and generally .by the other military services. An insight
into the application of the criteria by the Marine Corps and
the other military services highlights the divergence of
opinion which has existed within the Department of Defense. A.
comparison of the Marine Corps achievements in the financing
of specific material' categories with those of the Air Force is
"provided to expand the knowledge and depth in understanding the
problems of financing of inventories in a capital-working fund
environment.
In order to fulfill the purposes and objectives desired
of the stock fund, the Department of Defense established
criteria to be observed by the military services in determining
what material would be included in the fund. These criteria
were officially promulgated in 1954- and generally coincided with
those furnished the Marine Corps by the Secretary of the Navy
and utilized during the implementing phases of the Marine Corps
stock funding operations in 1953. Through the application of
U.S. Department of Defense, Regul: ' .~ Gov- ;• ' :
Stock Fund Operation s, DOD Directive 7420.1, February 4, "]
Cited hereafter as QD Regulations Goveri: • Si : i- - -
tions, 1954.

beria, the fuel supply material category was included
as a new area subject to stock funding beginning on July 1,
1954. By the end of fiscal year 1955, the Marine Corps Stock
Fund consisted of 89,000 line items valued at $365-9 :: lion.
During 1956? several significant events occurred which
played an important role in future determination.V-.of the items
-
to be included or excluded from stock fund financing. The
first action involved a major revision in the Marine Corps
Charter, approved by Mr. McNeil on March 12 of that year. Th
revision provided the following criteria:
IV. INVENTORIES
All materials procured and/or stored in the Marine Corps
?ply system for issue for maintenance and operating
purposes are authorized to be carried in the Marine Corps
Stock Fur:.. Normally, this will include all consumable
. types of material and relatively minor items of equipment,
including parts and components used in the manufacture
,
assembly, maintenance or rebuild of end-items for the
military supply system.
The major categories of material approved for financing
by the Marine Corps Stock Fund are set forth in the
Appendix attached to and made a part of this charter. All
secondary items within these categories of material
(including spare parts) currently otherwise financed shall
be included in the Fund as expeditiously as possible.
2
Marine Corps Stock Fund Annual Report
,
Fiscal Year
1955- Cited hereafter as Stock Fund Annual Report , 1955-
2
U.S. Department of Defense, Department of the Navy,






Is revision authorized stock funding of all items
procured and stored in the supply system for maintenar id
operating purposes. It further introduced for the first time in
the Marine Corps requirements for the financing of secondary
items through the. stock fund. These secondary items included
spare parts or technical items which had previously been
financed by other appropriations and carried in the Appropri-
ation Stores Account. (The complete Charter can be found in
Appendix B.
)
The second major event in 1956 involved the publication
of new instructions by the Department of Defense setting for;
principles to clarify, interpret, and serve as a guide to ear
military service in determining inclusion and exclusion crite
involving material to be financed by stock funds. The instruc-
tions stated:
II. PRINCIPLES TO BE OBSERVED IN DETERMINING MATERIEL TO
BE INCLUDED IN STOCK FUNDS
The selection of classes of items of materials, supplies,
equipment, parts and components, hereinafter referred to
as materiel, for inclusion or exclusion from stock fund
financing will be made in accordance with the following
principles
:
A. Authorized Inclusions -
1. All materiel procured and/or stored for supply
purposes. This is intended to include all consumable types
of materiel and relatively .minor items of equipment, in-
cluding parts and components used in the manufactur
ssembly, maintenance or rebuild of end-items for
military supply system. The term 'consumable' materiel is

•over.; ay be
considered to be expended to operating and ma nee
appropriations when withdrawn from stock funds for us< .
However, no hard and fast definition oe drawn.
2. Normally maximum economy in the use of such
materiel will be obtained by charging opei g appropria-
tions of the activity when such
Is withdrawn from stocks for consumption or u.
3. When a class of materiel as defined above is
included in a stock fund there shall also be included as
a general rule (a) all local purchases of such types of
materiel or equivalent substitution therefore, (b) mobili-
zation reserve stocks of that class, and (c) all non-
standard items which are authorized for issue to using
organizations.
4. When any category or class of parts is included in
a stock fund all such parts and components of that category
or class, other than certain major components as explained
in (b) below, should be financed under the fund.
B. Exclusions -
1. Major items of materiel (excluding parts) authorized
for procurement by the major procurement appropriations of
each military department as - Procurement and Production,
Army; Aircraft and. Related Procurement;, Air FCrce ; Ship-
building and Conversion, Navy:
a) Major items of military equipment such as aircraft,
ships, tanks, -guided missiles, artillery, combat
vehicles, including certain major components of
military equipment which normally are financed
the related military equipment under the major
procurement appropriations. These items generally
require long production lead-time and determination
of requirements and assignments of use are not
controllable at operating level. However, 8
components of military equipment which are suscept-
ible to cost control upon the basis of consumption
may be financed under the stock fund and the cost:
of items withdrawn for use under the appropriate
operating and maintenance appropriations.

ms of plant and prodi.
pt such items
to cost; control upon the basis of consumption wl
withdrawn for use.
2. Items of materiel which have not 'been researched
id to th' or acqu ; ' on
(procurement) an .
Lastly, the Department of Defense republished its
2
regulations governing stock fund operations-. The Department
of Defense criteria to be observed in determining the items to
be included in stock funds were to remain in effect until 196$
$
and are here summarized:
1. Determination is generally made by standard material
groupings used by the military departments.
2. Costs of items when issued for use are chargeable
to a number of consuming activities, or items are held primarily
for sale to personnel.
3. In general, there must be a recurring demand for
the items so that investment shall not become frozen ("the
general prudential rule").
tr. Items included shall be those held for issue for
supply purposes and not those held for capital investment or
for use. The following types of items are excluded:
U.S. Department of Defense, Principles to be Ob.
in Determining Materiel to be Included in Stock Kun-. . )0D
Instruction 7420.5, November 25, 1956.





a. Real estate, installed equipment, industrial or
similar machinery in use, or in stoc .
b. Aircraft, ships, tanks, military-type vehicl'
artillery and similar items.
Components of such items or relatively minor items of
V
equipment are not excluded if they are in stock and are subject
tc recurring demand.
5. Individual items shall be excluded if not fully
developed and are not expected to be stocked as standard
material for continuing use.
6. Normally, the items should be standardized or
constitute substitutes for standard items.
7. Stocks for resale to personnel of the Armed Service
shall be included only to the extent legislation authorizes.
8. When a category of material is stock-funded,
mobilization reserve stocks will be included.
9. "Consumable" items are lo be included when the
material is expected to be expended to operating and mainten-
ance appropriations. However, no hard and fast definition may
be drawn.
10. Generally, for stock categories, also included are
all local purchases of such material.
After 1956 for the next two years, the only formal
Marine Corps criteria available to the stock fund manager were
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>se contained in the charter. The Marine Corps, hov , did
give consideration to the criteria and principles published 1
the Department of Defense. Perishable subsistence was brought
under the Stock Fund on January 1, 1957 without capitalization
2
of on-hand and on-s-order assets. A new material category,
Commissary Stores, was established and brought under the Stock
Fund on July 1, 1957. 5
The long recognized need for a more definitive criter
received impetus in April, 1958 when the Commandant established
a committee to recommend more specified and detailed inclusion
4
cri"ceria. After seven months' study the committee reported
that the broad principles set forth by the Department of
Defense led only to one criterion for inclusion of ' = ms in a
stock fund, that is, cost control upon the basis of consumption/
The committee elaborated its basic statement as follows:
Interview with Mr. J. C. Braund, Office of the
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller), January, 1965.
• 2









U.S. Marine Corps, Letter from the Commandant of the
Marine Corps, CSA-1-brt , to Lieutenant Colonel W. R. Norton,
April 11, 1958.
U.S. Marine Corps, port of Commj ttee for r.stab -
ment of Criteria for Determining Material to be Led '.
Stock Fund
, November, 25, 1958.

. . . Chis criterion can also be stated, in terms of ]
unit cost and inventory turnover rati . ' s of
unit cost and high turnover should be included in the
stock fund ' . . . .
The Committee .further elucidated that management on a
cost control basis fails to recognize the nood for other
elements of management control made necessary by the logistics
importance of the item. Acknowledging that any item included
in a supply system must have logistics importance, the Committee
further stated:
. . . management on a purely cost control basis, without
extensive management on an item-for-item basis, should be
applied to those items of a lower degree of logistics
importance.
2
Recognizing that the one inclusion criterion was
inadequate, the Committee developed a statement of character-
istics to describe items of such logistics importance, warran -
ing management control on an item-f or-i I i basis. This
statement provided for the first time a formalization of the
criteria applicable to .the exclusion of items from stock fund
financing as follows:
Items that are of significant logistic importance will be
excluded from the Marine Corps Stock Fund.
Items of significant logistics importance are those items
which require extensive management control on an item-for-








g direct cognizance to troop lists, initial allow
eadquarters Marine Corps, item usage or
planned replacement factors as appropriate to the time
period for which requirements ire being co .d pre-
scribed material pipeline levels, plus a comprehensive
world-wide control of • . s in use and in stock.
b. High unit cost/low turnover
An inverse relationship exists between unit cost
and inventory turnover rate. As unit cost increases,
replenishable demand decreases without a direct relati
ship. As replenishable demand decreases, the ability oi
a field commander to predict, and budget for, his needs
for an item also decreases.
Analysis of fractionation studies shows that there
are significant points in the unit cost/inventory turnover
relationship. These points, which are useful < Lu-
ated criteria for exclusion of items from the stock
are
:
(1) Unit cost of $500 or more and £2 months
replenishable demand is more than but less than 120,
(2) Unit cost in excess of $200 .but less than $500
and 12 months replenishable demand is more than but less
than 60,
(3) Unit cost in excess of $100 but less than $200
anc 12 months replenishable demand is less than 25.
c. Technical Characteristics
Items to be controlled by Headquarters for purely
technical reasons are those items that have major mainten-
ance implications. They require maintenance by highly
trained personnel equipped with special tools and test
equipment. They possess the following characteristics:
(1) Susceptibility to engineering change - Items
composed of components or assemblies susceptible to
technological improvement, early obsolescence, or continu-
ing product improvement such that functional suitability
must be reassessed prior to each routine procurement.

oduct.ion com] v -
processes .involv ial complexity
:uire continuing supervision of : nbly,
.ipection, or test to insure a satisfactory product.
(5) Long lead time - Items which require long lead
Line for delivery of essential components, - •': als or
sub-.- blies to the extent that necessary iling,
programming, or provisioning actions cannot be accomplished
normal planning cycles. The majority of items requir-
ing Headquarters control on the basis of technical
characteristics will meet criteria (a) and (b) above and
technical criteria need not be applied. For this reason,
it is recommended that criteria (a), (b) and (c) be applied
in that order. ^
The Committee also recommended that items not meeting
the exclusion criteria would remain in or be transferred to the
Stock Fund. Items in the Stock Fund that met the criteria for
exclusion should be decapitalized and transferred to the
Appropriation St opes' Account. Directing attention to new items
coming into the supply system, the Committee further recommended
that if one or more of the criteria for exclusion were applic-
able, financing should be accomplished utilizing major procure-
ment funds. Recognition was also given to the timing of these
transfers which must of necessity coincide with the budget
2
cycle for all appropriations involved.
Using the new criteria, a working group completed
screening of the Appropriation Stores Account as of -:ber 51,




Enclosure 1. Ibid. ,' p. 3.
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Stock Puni . The earliest the transfers could be effected v:
in Fiscal Year I960. Agreement by the Commandant of the Marine
Corps on the criteria was noted in the letter disestablishing
2
the Committee.
The Committee efforts were also recognized in the annual
report on the Stock Fund for Fiscal Year 1959, issued three
months later. The report stated:
The current criteria for the inclusion of items in 1
cine Corps Stock Fund were developed in Committee wit:
tie past year and are acceptable from both the supply and
logistical point of views. By way of implementation, a
working group completed screening of the Appropriation
Stores Account as of 31 December 1958 and has recommended
capitalization based thereon. As a follow-on all items
coming into the supply system in the future will be
screened against -this criteria. . . .
^
'o 1-
Fiscal Year I960 reports disclose that a total of $10.4-
million was capitalized into the Stock Fund during that year.
There is no evidence available, however , to provide any indica-
tion that the specific items identified were in fact capital-
lzed.
U.S. Marine Corps, Marine Corps Stock Fund A
Report, Fiscal Year, 1959- Cited hereafter as Stock : . -':ual
Report, 1959.
2
Letter from the Commandant of the Marine ^orps, CS- -
kar, to Lieutenant Colonel William L. Norton, March 19, 1959-
3Stock Fund Annual Report
, 1959, P- 5.





.. continuance of pursuing the Lples and pblicj
of the Department of Defense, the Marine Corps extended financ-
ing and management- through the stock fund techn on-
n and non-cataloged material procured by local commands
from commercial sources. The system, established on July 1,
1959, provided for financing local shelf stock of non-standard
and non-cataloged items through the use of stock fun rl monies.
This system relieved the maintenance and operations appropri-
ation from the burden of financing shelf stocks, making locally
purchased material readily available to consuming units. This
action was consistent with the criteria and the principles
provided by the Department of Defense in the regulations
promulgated in 1956 which have been previously discussed.
Although the Committee criterion was considered
acceptable the criterion problem was once again in evidence
during the summer of I960. Another attempt was made at the
Headquarters level to clarify the items to be included or
excluded from the stock fund. Basic problems regarding inclu-
sion/exclusion criteria stemmed from the fact that agreements
among those staff activities sharing responsibility for stock
2fund operations had been most difficult.
Stock Fund Annual Report
, 1959, P- 5.
^U.S. Marine Corps, Headquarters, Memorandum from
Quartermaster General of the Marine Corps, to Fiscal Director
and Assistant Chief of Staff, G-4 , CSN-2-vjk, 26 February 1962.
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The probl nvolved can be more deep - \ ed
'ter reviewing the missions and functions of the three groups
connected with management and coordination of the stock fund.
Parties involved in the stock fund operation are the Assistant
Chief of Staff, G-4 , the Quartermaster General, and the Fiscal
Director.
The duties and responsibilities of the Assistant Chi
of Staff, G-4, ( a Major General) are:
1. Mission .—The Assistant Chief of Staff, G-4, under t
direction of the Commandant is responsible for Marine Corps
logistic plans and policies; determination of requiremen
program objectives and programs relating to material readi-
ness. He determines the material requirements and material
program objectives of the Marine Corps. ... He coordin-
ates budget activities relating to the Procurement
appropriation and the Operation and Maintenance appropri-
ation..
2. Functions
b. Prepares guidance for formulation of Budget
Estimate presentation to higher authority, . . . and serves
as the general staff appropriation sponsor for the appro-
priations 'Operation and Maintenance, Marine Corps' and
'Procurement, Marine Corps.''
d. Interprets logistic directives from higher aut.
and prepares Marine Corps directives or other policy stat -
ments of the Commandant, ... in the following areas:
. . . supply distribution, maintenance. . . .

f. mt points of logistic polic
doctrine, guidance and legislation. *-
-With these missions and functions . t Chief of Staf
G-4-, :nust approve any policy or operational change will
affect the appropriations under his sponsorship. in
the stock fund exclusion criteria would naturally have an
effect on the Operation and Maintenance and Procurement appro-
priations, both of which are under G-4 sponsorship.
The Supply Department under the Quartermaster General
of the Marine Corps (a Major General) is responsible for the
management of the Marine Corps Supply System which includes
the Stock Fund. The functions of the Supply Department ar :
to procure, warehouse, distribute, and sell all materiel,
equipment repair parts, and supplies for the Marine Corps' and
p
to supervise management of the Stock Fund. Therefore, any
supply policy change, whether it is relative to the Stock Fund
criteria or otherwise, could not be effected without the
direct involvement of the Quartermaster General.
The Fiscal Director of the Marine Corps is not respons-
ible for the policies established but is concerned with whether
or nor they are legal and conform to good financial practice.
Thus any decision dealing v/ith a change in the inclusion
•'U.S. Marine Corps, Headquarters Manual , Vol. I & II





mission and functions of the Fiscal Director, thereby requiri
his concurrence. The Fiscal Director of the • ', ne Corps holds
Civil Service grade of GS-17 and has the following duties
and responsibilities as cited in the Headquarters Manual:
1. Mission .—The Fiscal Director of the Marine Corps is
responsible to the Commandant of the Marine Corps for ti.
formulation of fiscal policy and for fiscal and disburs:
administration in the Marine Corps, to the end that fiscal
and disbursing actions, policies, and procedures of the
Marine Corps will be in conformity with law, good business
practice, and applicable policies, procedures and regulc,-.
tions issued by higher authority.
2. Functions
b. Has complete responsibility for maintaining reco
reporting and administering all appropriated funds and
reimbursements thereto for the operation and support of
Marine Corps. ... Is responsible for accounting for all
appropriated funds allocated to sub-head administrat'ors at
Headquarters Marine Corps.
Coordinates the execution of approved budget plans, includ-
ing securing apportionment of funds, allocation or allot-
ment of funds to subhead administrators,. . . . and the
exercise of financial administration and contro
.
Monitors execution of all Marine Corps programs to ensure
that the administration of appropriated funds allocated to
the Marine Corps complies with the law and the Commandant's
Financial Plans.








Implied implications of t! - exclui
criteria. This divergence o bed by ov
occurring during the summer of 19C .
In July of that year, representatives of the Assistant
Chief of Staff, G-4-, the Quartermaster General, and the Fiscal
Director developed revised criteria and procedures to he
followed in determining which items were to be included in t
Stock Fund.- The criteria generally agreed with those devel
in 1958 except that specific unit costs in relation to replen-
ishable demand were removed. The revised criteria are
summarized as follows:
1. Specific criteria must be compatible with the
Department of Defense regulations governing the operation of
stock funds and the principles to be observed in determining
material to be included in stock funds.
2. Determination of items to be included in the stc
fund should be made by material category but individual items
within categories may be exempted.
Second endorsement on Quartermaster General of the
Marine Corps Memorandum from the Assistant Chief of Staff, G- .
to the Commandant of the Marine Corps, May 31, 1961, Enclosure
2.

beria to 1 ed to exclud
from sto ' nancing are:
a) Item is a major component, and has characteristics
of an end-item in that it '. rabl' -
LS in or supports an item in the research and
development stage.
c) Item has no established or predictable recurring
demand.
d) Item requires the use of a complex method of
requirements determination based -on direct cognizance o:
(1) Planned troop lists to be supported by
initial equipment allowances by Headquarters Marine
Corps.
(2) Item usage or planned replacement factors, as
appropriate to the time periods for which requirements-
are being computed.
(3) Prescribed material pipeline levels.
(4) Comprehensive world-wide control of as.
use and in stock.
e) Ammunition item.
f) Item is a high-cost, slow-moving, insurance-type
item which has an inventory to sales ratio which precludes
sufficient sales in time and volume to permit required
reinvestment in inventory to meet new or continuing demand.

g) Item is of such high cost and so unpredictable in
demand that its acquisition at the consumer level would be
unanticipated i nd would place an inordinately heavy burden
on operating allotments. Items of this nature should be
determined only after full consideration of the other
criteria listed above.
The procedures specified that the representatives of
each of the three Marine Corps offices would determine by
majority vote the items to be stock funded in accordance with J-
;
prevailing Department of Defense policies for inclusion and
the exceptions for' exclusion summarized above. The decision
of the Committee constituted the acceptance of the officials
represented, except that a reclama could be made to th^ Chief
of Staff by anyone of the three in case it was considered that
directives of higher offices were not being followed.
The criteria were concurred in; the Fiscal Director,
however, took exception to the use of the Committee, which he
felt would serve no useful purpose, when the responsibilities
were currently assigned within the Headquarters. He recommend-
ed alternative procedures which stated that
:
a. The Assistant Chief of Staff, G-4, would provic
.

b. e Supply Department would screen the items and
recommend appropriate action by the Commandant. Estimated
annual sales were to be included, in order to examine fiscal
implications.
c. The Fiscal Director would determine fiscal
cations and make appropriate recommendations to the
Commandant.
d. Based on the above, the Assistant Chief of Staff,
G-4-, would make recommendations to the Commandant for approval
or disapproval. Fiscal implications and recommendations of the
Fiscal Director would be considered in determining the year in
which capitalization or decapitalization of the Stock Fund would
occur.
Ostensibly in I960, agreement by the three primary staff
offices, iiad been reached. After seven years, a workable
exclusion criteria and the procedures to be followed in the
capitalization and decapitalization of items into or out of the
2
Marine Corps Stock Fund had finally been determined.
This agreement was soon subjected to criticism in
February, 1961, when conflict arose within Headquarters Marine
U.S. Marine Corps, Headquarters, Assistant Chief of
Staff, G-4-, Second Endorsement, May 31, 1961, on QMGMC Memoran-
dum to the Commandant of the Marine Corps, May 16, 1961.
2
Interview with Mr. J. C. Braund.

Corps over information to be contained in the projected Fii
Year 196$ Field Budget Guidance. In this instance, the Fiscal
Director of the Marine Corps objected to the Assistant Chief of
Staff G-4 instructions to field activities not to budget for
seven expensive stock fund items in Fiscal Year 196$. In
justifying his position the Fiscal Director . d:
. . . the removal of material from the Marine Corps Stock
Fund is not a matter to be executed in an uncoordinated
impulsive manner, but one which deserves and requires a
well thought out policy, completely coordirr to all
implications prior to its promulgation.
The Fiscal Director recommended that the Commandant direct th
Assistant Chief of Staff, G-4- to cancel the applicable Guidance
and further recommended that the G-4 expedite the preparation
of a proposed policy on material for inclusion in or exclusion
from the Marine Corps Stock Fund, and that it be properly
3
staffed and submitted to the Commandant for approval. The
Commandant approved the Fiscal Director's recommendation on
March 20, 1961.
4
One may readily infer that early attempts to resolve
the criterion problem were frustrated exercises in the achieve-
ment of rather limited and very short-range objectives. It is
Memorandum from the Fiscal Director of the Marine







apparent in light of later events, that the Marine Cor
following an unannounced policy of carrying as many items a
possible in the Stock Fund without consideration of the avail-
ability of consumer funds. While the Marine Corps officials
e struggling in overcoming the criteria problem the Navy
had achieved more success.
About May 5, 1951, the Marine ^Corps received from the
Chief of Naval Material a proposed "Secretary of the Navy
Instruction 7113" which contained revisions to the stock fund
criteria. The proposed document represented two years' effort
by the Navy and had been completely staffed except for t]
Marine Corps. The last paragraph of the cover letter request.
the Marine Corps to submit its comments within ten days. 1- Th
Marine Corps was thus expected within ten days to reach a con-
clusion on a subject which had been unresolved for years. The
proposed instruction contained criteria that had been the sub-
ject of previous agreements in the Marine Corps and proposed
that if an item met one or more of the following criteria it
would be excluded' from the Navy and Marine Corps Stock Fund.
Assistant Chief of Staff, G-4, Second Endorsement,
May 31, 1961 on QMCMC Memorandum to the Commandant of the
Marine Corps, May 16, 1961.
U.S. Department of the Navy, Chief of Naval Material,
Memorandum to Major General C. R. Allen, USMC , Subject: Stock
Fund Criteria, May 2, 1961.

1. Items in a : of research and development,
subject to frequent engineering or design changes, items pro-
cured and issued for specific installations and those not
.
planned to be replenished or available for general use.
2. Items. whose sales are not likely to maintain the
revolving nature of the stock fund.
3. Items subject to high rates of obsolescence.
4. Repairable items subject to being rebuilt at a
fifth echelon depot.
5. Items that are nonstandard.
6. Items which, if subjected to a funding constraint
at the consumer level, could result in danger to personnel or
equipment.
7. High cost items which are locally unpredictable in
demand and the acquisition of which at the consumer level would
place a heavy burden on the operating allotments.
The proposed criteria received general £'ccep.ance in
the Maring Corps except for items 4 and 6, which were strongly
opposed by the Supply Department and Fiscal Division. On
June 9, 1961 the Chief of Naval Material was advised that the
proposed criteria were generally acceptable. However, the
Marine Corps did not concur in excluding repairable items and
items which if subjected to a funding constraint at the
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.iSuraer level could result in danger to personnel or
equipment.
In an attempt to. satisfy the Marine Corps, the Navy
revised the objectionable portions of the propos( elusion
criteria but they .still were not acceptable to the Marine Corps.
In 1962 the Supply Department urged that repaira.bles and person-
2
nel safety items be excluded from the Stock Fund, even though
the official position of the Marine Corps had not changed.
However, their recommendation was rejected because the wording
gave the Quartermaster General too much authority relative to
funds and operations, which was an assigned responsibility of
the Assistant Chief of Staff, G-4.
It was not until August, 1962 that the Commandant of
the Marine Corps concurred in the exclusion criteria proposed
by the Navy, and then only after he was given authority to make
3
exceptions to the criteria as he deemed appropriate. The
Secretary of the Navy published an instruction (SECNAV INSTRUC-
TION 7113.4- of August 8, 1962) which contained the same
exclusion criteria previously summarized herein. This order
Letter from Commandant of the Marine Corps, to Chief
of Naval Material, CSS-1-als, June 9, 1961.
2
lF.S. Marine Corps, Headquarters, Quartermaster General
of the Marine Corps Memorandum to Fiscal Director and Assistant
Chief of Staff, G-4-, CSN-2-vj
,
February 26, 1962, $ncl. 1.
^Letter from- i;he Commandant of the Marine Corps, to t;
Chief of Naval Material, CSS-1-baw, August 4-, 19'62.

did noth 'o than author!
z
items that met the criteria contained tl. .; it did not
direct such exclusion. At this time, the Corps had to
publish its own interpretation of the instruction.
On May 21, 196$, after five years of effort, the Msj
Corps officially published a directive that provided excellent
guidance as to what items would or would not be financed by the
stock fund. Two significant characteristics of this document
should be mentioned. The first is that it applied only to n<
line items entering the Marine Corps Supply System, and there-
fore the problem of deciding on the decapitalization of the
items already in the system was deferred. The second signifi-
cant characteristic involved the "in again, out again" repair-
able and personnel safety items. As can be observed belov;
these items were not excluded from the Stock Fund by this
directive. Since this was the first general policy directive
issued to field activities concerning exclusion criteria, it
deserves to be quoted:
CRITERIA FOR EXCLUSION OF ITEMS
FROM MARINE CORPS STOCK FUND
a. Items in.^a' research and development stage or
items for which budget and procurement requirements, quality
control and/or assignment to use require continuing
U.S. Marine Corps, Commandant of the Marine Corps,
Inventory Control Directive Number 70 , CSS-Ia-ba, May 21, 1963,
End. 3.

logistics engineering, or fiscal adminis on and ol
at Headquarters level. Items to be excluded unci
criteria will be determined by Headqu; Lno Cor] .
I . Items procured and issued for a specific activity
and planned to be replenished or available for general ua .
c. Items whose future sales are not likely to maints
the Fund's revolving nature by return oJ stock invest-
ment because of little or no recurring demand. Itt
falling within this criteria include the following:
(1) Class IV items and Class II, Type I, Chemical
Warfare Items.
(2) Items designed for 'one- Llation
an end item, i.e., modification kits (This kit is
defined as one which meets the following requirements:
(a) It is procured containing all material necessary
to perform a modification. (b) Consists of '2 or more
items, at least one of which is not in the MIR and not
stocked in the Marine Corps supply system.)
(3) Items issued on an initial basis only with
required upkeep accomplished through component replac -
ments, i.e., sets, kits, chests.
(4) Items where replacement is usually necessitated
because of accidental loss or damage, i.e., radar
pedestals, motion picture projectors, cameras, desks,
tables, chairs, cabinets, lockers, wheels, seats,
safety belts, fenders, hoods, bumpers, etc.
d. Peculiar items in support of high-cost end items
subject to a J^irgh rate of obsolescence. Headquarters
Marine Corps will designate the end items meeting this
criteria, i.e., Radar Set, AN/TPS-32, Tactical Operations
Central, that these items are no longer peculiar, then a
review should be made to determine if a change in funding
method is required.
e. Items in support of end items which have a
predicted service or program life of less than three years
because of technological improvement, continuing product
improvement resulting in a limited program life due to
lack of design stability. All questionable items v;il . .
forwarded to Headquarters (Code CS) for determination.

Items whic
price immediately upon entry into or within a
reasonable period thereafter.
g. Items of high-cost and lpw-density which are locally
unpredictable in demand and the acquisition of which at th
consumer level would p inordin burden on
operation allotments. Items of th: :,ure should be
determined only after full consideration piteria a.
through f. High item cost will not be th .ntrolling
factor for exclusion.
The Marine Corps directive previously quoted created
some problems while eliminating others. Now a new combat tank
engine not previously stocked by the stock fund could be coded
to the appropriated stores account (ASA free issue) under
criterion "g." This resulted in a unit paying for one engine
and getting another free even though both were of a similar
cype. Further there were other items in the stock fund that
did not meet the inclusion criteria under this directive.
To establish a basis for the continued revision to the
Marine Corps Stock Fund exclusion criteria it was necessary to
review the steps taken by the Department of Defense to reconcile
the problems encountered. Resolutions to the problems and
controversies that had existed for many years within and outside
the Defense Department were undertaken by a study group con-
sisting of representatives from the Offices of the Assistant




Ld a representative from the of' the Bu
rork commenced during the month of t, 1962 and the
submitted their report on October 10, 1962.
The grbup concluded that t for including or
excluding materia], from the stock funds must be set fo ; n
terms that leave a minimum of room for varying interpretations
and that can be policed, wi1 he differences resolved in terms
of specifics—in other words, exclude items from the stock fund
on an item basis rather than by broad categories. After mv.
study within the group as well as within the individual
services, it was determined that all secondary items would be
included in the stock funds except:
Insurance items
Items directly related to the safety of perso'nnei
Items coded for repair through depot level
Items in research and development stages
Locally controlled items
It is interesting to note the position of the Marine Corps a: I
the other services relative to the above exclusion criteric .
It must be understood that the positions cited here were as of
September 1, 1962.
U.S. Department of Defense, Office of Assistant
Secretary of Defense, Operating Fund/Stock Fund Study , c.
Work Group of Office of the Secretary of Defense and Bureau of
the Budget, October 5, 1962. Cited hereafter as OP Or





• • be • . -- Marine Corps ana
co with the exclusion of these items use 1
sion discouraged excess stock acquisitions ill open
levels. The Navy and Air Force agreed with their exclusion.
Items Dire.ctl;. -.i : go tlr -
The Marine Corps and Army recommended these items remain in the
stock fund whereas the Navy and Air Force encouraged their
exclusion because of their impact on combat effectiveness. The
Marine Corps expressed the thought that ail essential items had
some relation to safety of personnel.
Items Coded for Repair Through Depot; Level . - Inclusi
of these items, said the Marine Corps, Army and Navy, provide
an incentive for the users to repair rather than draw a free
replacement, and enables materiel to be available closer to the
point of issue. The Air Force indicated that the items should
be excluded from the stock fund because it is uneconomical to
include these items due to cumulative effect of difficulties
with respect to credit problems, accounting while in a repair
status and pricing.
Items in Research and Development. - All four services
concurred with their exclusion. The exclusion of these items
had been a policy of the Department of Defense since 195 •
Locally Controlled Items . - In this case arine
Corps joined with the Air Force to exclude these items, but t

indicated there were di
Lng included.
A reduction in the' wide variance in the utilization of
stock fund that existed among the dif 'vices \-r
> indicated in a letter sent by the Secretary of Defense to
Congress on March 30, 19S3:
Revised item definitions will permit a more specific
determination of items to be funded by appropriations a:
by stock funds under the revised stc< ria,
thereby establishing a policy th< Lll lead to consistent
practices within the department.
Some items in Army and Navy Stock Funds (particular
insurance items and repairables) will be transferred bo
appropriated funding.
Some parts in Navy and Air Force will be stocked
funded that are not now in stock' funds. -'-
On the basis and authority of this letter, the Marine-Corps
received authority not only to further revise their criteria
but also to commence planning the decapitalization or migration
of items from the Stock Fund to the Appropriation Stores
Account.
Upon receipt of this new guidance the Marine Corps
initiated action to establish another set of exclusion crite:
Whether it was because of experience or pressure fror. higher
echelons, agreements were reached sooner than in previous
Letter from Assistant Secretary of Defense to
Comptroller General of U.S., March $0, 1963.
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56.' December, 1963 a revised c cia for exclusion
of items from the Stock Fund had been a upon by the G-
Fiscal Director and the
.
Quartermaster G- 1 and approv*
the Commandant of the Marine Corj .
Prior to this time the Marine Corp. . projected a
conservative attitude toward the exclusion of items from the
Stock Fund, but the approved criteria excluded a broader scope
of items than appeared to have been the intention of the
Secretary of Defense. The exclusion criteria in Marine Corps
Order 7113.1 dated May 28, 1964 and in effect until July 1,
1967 contained all the features of the criteria shown on pag-:
and also excluded items coded for repair through the depot lc
and locally controlled items pur- sed for immediate use (i.e.,
office furniture, office machines, etc.). The complete criteria
are shown in Appendix C. The six-year struggle since 1958 pro-
duced the most definitive stock fund exclusion criteria ever
produced, with the exception of the first criteria that were
established in the Navy in 1893. The selection of items for
stock funding now became a task of identifying items obvious!
suitable or unsuitable for stock-funding. For those items
which were not clearly identified, the new criteria facilitated
judgment decisions. The types and number of items to be
-'-U.S. Marine Corps, Headquarters, Letter from 1
indant of the Marine Corps CSS-la-ewk to the Assistant C".
of Staff, G—4, Quartermaster General of the Marine Corps.
Director, December 12, 1963.

alized, including those due in, were










Sets, Kits, Chests 217
No RD but requirements 1793
Maintenance Float Reparables 72
5^ Echelon Reparables 212
12,055
The total money value of these items was rep^
2$62,864,000. Conversion was planned to begin during F
3Year 1966. For the first time in the history of :h<
fund, mass decapitalization to the Appropriation ! b< 'es Account
was now a matter of time, or at least appeared to b .
U.S. Marine Corps, Headquarters, ; - : vi sic-




3U.S. Marine Corps, Headquarters, Quartermaster General
of the Marine Corps, Memorandum CSS-la-ewk, to the Command*
of the Marine Corps, August 10, 1964.

According to various senior :'
email ng from the Department of Defense del ^n
on mass decapitalization until July 1, 19' • A new criteria
was now in the development stage within the Department of
2
Defense. This criteria was t identified with Dr. Robert
N. Anthony's Project PRIME, and the Defense Resource Manag'
System, and is discussed in Chapter VI.
The current analysis ends with Fiscal Year. 1967- Even
though the Marine Corps had not taken the one final st
improve the revolving aspects of the stock fund when sound
criteria had been approved, an analysis of its progress and
achievement in the use of the stock fund as compared with other
services is presented in the next chapter.
Interviews with Mr. Herbie Mashino, Mr. Anthony J.
Varano, and Mr. Oswald C. Dailey, Financial Management Division,





ANALYSIS OF THE OPERATING RESULTS OF THE
MARINE CORPS STOCK FUND
The foregoing chapters have discussed the early
development of the Marine Corps Stock Fund and the "growing
pains" experienced in the fourteen years of its exis
This chapter will delve into the operating aspect. i concre
accomplishments that have resulted through the implementation
of the Stock Fund.
To analyze the revolving aspects of the Marine C.orps
Stock Fund, the reader should understand that despite its
relatively small size, the Marine Corps faces in" its operation
all of the problems encountered "by the other military services
and the Defense Supply Agency. Indicative of the magnitude of
the Marine Corps Stock Fund operation is the fact that during
1967 it accounted for approximately two per cent of the $7,502
million inventory of the Department of Defense. Since 1963 it
has accounted for approximately two per cent of the sales made
by Defense Stock Funds which in 1967 totaled .-:.359 millic .




C rovides a v:
through 1967 of the number of line it ncluded WithJ
;rine Corps Stock Fund Account. The data reflect,
growth from 34,188 line items Lnclu upon • •._
tion of the Stock Fund in 1953 to a total of 299,743 line ite
as of June 30, 1967. It also reflects the problems in resolvi
and implementing a set of positive inclusion/exclusion criter
as discussed in the foregoing chapter.
Tables 2 and 3 indicate the relative breakdown,
selective year basis, of the items stocked within the Mari.
Corps Stock Fund. Table 2 provides a breakdown for 1955 5 I960,
and 1965 of the line items carried by material category. It
also reflects the dramatic increase in the number of line itei
stocked without a corresponding increase in the value of inven-
tories carried. Table 3 provides a further compilation of the
data presented in Table 2 by showing the breakdown of line items
and inventories by material category expressed in percentaf
of total line items and total inventory values.
Table 4 indicates that while line items for inclusion
were experiencing a stupendous growth, Marine Corps progress
was rather slow in improving the revolving aspect of the Stoc
Fund. While some supply managers would disagree about using
inventory turnover as a measure of effectiveness, it




FINANCED BY MARINE CORPS STOCK FUND
FISCAL YEARS 195U-1967
(THOUSANDS)
j L J L.
20
1953 5u $$ 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67
Fiscal Years
Note: Beginning July 1, 1953. All others as of June 30 for Fiscal
Years shown.
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1955 355.9 53.1 .m
1956 386.0 61.6 .16
1957 360,8 70.7 .20
1958 363.8 106.7 .30
1959 105.9 107.7 .26






1963 210.7 12U.0 .51
196U 223.3 127.5 .57
1965 207.9 135.3 .6U
1966 212.2 192.7 .91
1967 235.2 251.9 1.07
Marine Corps Stock Fund Annual Reports, Fiscal Years
195U-1967.

eau of Judget as a
d commitment authority for initial proc repl
ment of stocks. The data in Table 4- show.
capitalized assets into th< n excess posi-
tion of requirements. For example, a: ad of Fiscal Year
195^- the dollar value of the average inventory approximated
five times the number of dollars required to support the doll
of sales for that year, based on the low percentages reflecting
its early operation.
It should be emphasized that organization, mission and
requirements in support thereof, also have a vital impact on
the stock fund. Thus one is not likely to find the military
services having identical requirements. It would appear, how-
ever, that on a percentage basis the preponderance of items
carried in the military supply systems would be. financed by
stock funding. The answer resides in the fact that the inclu-
sion/exclusion criteria have been interpreted differently by
the four services.
The exclusion criteria and their interpretation have
serious implications in evaluating the revolving characterise
of stock funds. The problem can be approached from two basic
standpoints:
1. That all items are to be included except those that
can be justifiably excluded.

ot be included ex<
enhance the revolving aspects.
The Marine Corps and Army hav i ncluded a
'.-cimum number of items in their stock funds. Th c Force
has taken the second approach and supported its position that
there are no characteristics of stock fund operations, per se-
}
which provide for more effective supply management. Their
objective is to use the revolving fund concept of financing
whenever this method is the most practical, efficient, and
economical means of insuring highly responsive and effective
2logistical support. It is obvious that the Air Force's
criteria are quite different from those of the Marine Corp::
;
fact, they are considered by some officials to be incompatibl
with Department of Defense policies. As early as 1959, Mr.
John M. Sprague , Deputy Secretary of Defense, wrote in this
connection:
The Department of the Air Force has installed the use of
stock funds at all levels for categories of material whi
are generally known as 'common use,' but it has not used
the stock fund to finance inventories of spare parts or
other categories of technical material. It has not yet
utilized the stock funds to finance 'general supplies'
below the depot level nor local procurement of co;:.;.;on
U.S. Congress, Senate, The Operation ol'




U.S. Department of Defense, Operatir - '
October 5, 1962, p. 22.

onsumption-1
ly that the Air Force will f: . :ne of
ods of operating stock funds developed in th
.
1
The statement of the secretary app< to have been
regarded by the Air Force, for during 1 - l seal Yc
1959 through 1966 the percentage of items in the total Air
Force inventory financed by the stock fund decreased. T.
approximate percentages of total line items stocked by the Al-
izarine Corps, and Air Force, which were financed by their
respective stock funds in Fiscal Years 1959 through 19 - are
2
shown in Table 5. The increased percentage for the Army
beginning in Fiscal Year 1964 can be attributed to' the revised
^ 3Department of Defense policy issued m 1963.
Table 6 relates the categories of items and their
values that are included in the stock funds of the three serv-
ices as of June 30, 1966. Variances in interpretation of the
Department of Defense policy guidance are immediately recogniz-
able with reference to the number of material categories repre-
sented and more specifically the comparatively few items
financed by the Air Force Stock Fund.
Letter from Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller)
to Committee on Appropriations, House of Representatives,
V/ashington, D.C., October 20, 1959-
^Working Capital Funds of the Department of D< .' . .
1959 through 1966.
^Letter from Assistant Secretary of Defense to Comp-




L s c a1 Army cine Corps Air
1959 ^-^'90%
.
I960 85 - 5
1961 85 98.8 5
1962 85 98 2













Ter cent of secondary items.
Less than 1 per cent.
Table 7 illustrates the impact of turnover on the
principle of a revolving fund. The Marine Corps turnovers of
capital ana operating stocks for 1966 were .82 and 1.7 respec-
tively, while those of the Air Force were 7-5 and 16.6 respec-
tively. The immediate inference is that either the Marin Corps'
Stock Fund is unsatisfactory or the Air Force better managed.
No complete justification can be obtained by applying these
ratios to all inventories. Each category of material to be
properly analyzed -must be appraised on an individual bas '. .
For example, in the Air Force, as in the case of the Marine
Corps, many items in the subsistence (commissary) are' pro-
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CAPITAL AND INVENTORY TURNOVER*
FISCAL YEAR 1966








based on sales (times)
i
Total capital (end of
period)























U.S. Department of Defense, Capital Working Funds of the
Department of Defense, 30 June 1966.

While consideration must be given to the
many subsistence items, it must be recognized that many it< i
such as dairy products Cine : milk, ice cr
not actually stored by the Air i ne Corps.
Although there may not be a need to stock these p . ' le
items, there is nevertheless a need for selling the items to
the user. Needless to say, whenever a direct delivery system
is used, there is a rapid turnover rate; consequently, the
turnover rate for fast moving items such as perishables woi.
be far greater than the slower moving items actually stored t
the services in their supply system.
An examination of those categories of items possessing
all of the desirable characteristics for inclusion in the
Marine Corps Stock Fund will serve to prove this point. These
items have a relatively high turnover and require a smaller
amount of investment capital. They include the categories of
clothing and textiles, subsistence, commissary stores and fuel.
Table 8 shows the total inventory and the operating
stocks for these categories for Fiscal Year 19' -- They account
-
for 20.5 per cent of the total inventory value and 27-5 per
cent of the operating stocks. The clothing and textile cate-
gory accounts for the largest money value and includes many
Class IV and chemical warfare items (these are items procured




MARINE CORPS STOCK FUND
OPERATING STOCKS AND TOTAL INVENTORY'
SI''.' ! CATEGORIES
. ;^AiC 1966
TOTAL INVENTORY TOTAL OPERATING
I/ATERIAL CATEGORY
STOCKS
VALUE PER CENT 1
(MILLIONS) MILLIONS)
Clothing & Textiles $ 35.2 16.0 $ 21.5 19.0
Subsistence 5.8 2.7 5.8 5.0
Commissary Stores 3.1 l.U 3.1 2.7
Ft
.9 -a .9 ..8
GROUP TOTAL $ U5.o 20.5 £ 31.3 27.5
ALL OTHER 17li.O 79.5 82.7 ; 72.5
TOTAL MARINE CORPS $ 219.0 100.0 $ 1LU.0 100.0
Marine Corps Stock Fund Annual Report, Fiscal Year 1966.
arctic clothing, and chr-iical protective clothing), and for
which sales are not regularly anticipated. uaining
categories account for a small percentage of the total sales.
Table 9 reflects the sales picture for these categori
for Fiscal Year 1966. It is significant that a. . coximately
per cent of the items (17,669 from Table 2) acco
million or 61 per cent of total stock fund sales of

TABLE 9
MARINE CORPS STOCK FUND







Clothing & Textiles s 15.9 2k
Subsistence 29.3 15
Commissary Stores 38.6 20
Fuel ii.l 2
GROUP TOTAL * 117.9 61
ALL OTHER 7$ J. 39
TOTAL MARINE CORPS $ 193.0 100
aMarine Corps Stock Fund Annual Report, Fiscal Year 1966.
million. More significant, however, is the fact that the
: sistence and commissary stores categories,, representing
than two per cent of stock items (4,24-5 from Table 2), actually
represent 35 Ver cent of the Marine Corps total sales. As
previously pointed out, many of the items in these two categor-
ies consist of perishables which are not placed in the inventory






in Table 10. These statistics tend to support ti.
that for budgeting purposes items be included in the fund by
material category. The operating stocks in these categories,
taken as a group, ^turned over 2-7 tin aring the fiscal yes .
When compared with the turnover rate of .9 for all other cate-
gories, it is clearly evident that these categories meet the
consumable, recurring demand, and "the general prudential ro"
criteria.
TABLE 10
OPERATING STOCK INVENTORY TURNOVER
FISCAL YEAR 1966
Material Category Operating StockTurnover (Times)







TOTAL MARINE CORPS 1.7
Source: Tables 8 and 9

volvcd in comparing the effect.! v<
turnover basis, of stock fu,
It is im]
and cents results, of stock funding in t: ot be
overlooked.
The data in Table 11 reflects the economies effected
by the Marine Corps in the management of inventor' y use of
the stock funding technique. s depicted in this t
total value of assets of the stock fund has declined from
initial establishment to the present date. The full s -
cance of the action is further emphasized by compar of
data with that shown in Chart $. Comparison of the data con-
tained in these summaries indicates that the scope. of the ite
included in the fund's operation has increased significantly
while the capital investment necessary to support these items
has been reduced.
It is important to realize how this action has be
accomplished. Chart 4 shows a comparison of the sales gi
during the period 1954- through 1967 with the funds reinvest
in stocks. The table demonstrates the fact: that sales, on
annual basis, has generally exceeded funds actually obligat
for investment of new stocks. The significant variance bet'
sales and obligations for 1966 and 1967 is due to the buildin
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tie effect of this action is o in
relates the funds appropriated to the Corps Stock Fu
since its inception to the funds rescinded by Coi s or
transferred to other appropriation.
.
table
points out that only $15 million has been appropriated for
increasing the capital base, while $168.5 million has been
returned to Congress or transferred to other appropriations.
TABLE 12
MARINE CORPS STOCK FUND
CASH RECISIONS-RECEIPTS-TRANSFERS
Returned to Treasury:
FY 1955 $25.0 Million
FY 1956 25.0 Million
FY 1957 5.0 Million
$55.0 Million
Received from other Appropriations:
FY 1963 $ 15.0 Million Navy Stock Fund
Transferred to other Appropriations:
FY 1957 $ 35-0 Million Military Construction Navy
FY 1958 $ 20.0 Million Military Personnel Navy
FY 1959 $ 25.0 Million Military Personnel Marine Cor]
FY I960 % 24.0 Million Military Personnel Marine Corps
FY 1961 $ .5 Million Military Personnel Marine Corps
FY 1962 $ 11.0 Million Military Personnel Marine Corps






s revision of capital upon the ability of rine Cor
Stock Fund to support operation. To an.
of the Depj nt of D e policy tovr
required.
Within the Department of Defense, a process of
"stratification" is utilized to segregate inventories and
identify the purpose for wnich they are held. Inventories are
broadly segregated into three basic categories, i.e., currc
operating stocks, mobilization stocks, and long supply stock! .
Levels for peacetime operating. stocks and mobilization stocks
are computed on a basis of months of stock and/or specif i ed
quantity, in accordance with criteria prescribed by the Depar -
ment of Defense. These requirements are then subtracted
the total inventory to identify long supply stocks which are
susceptible to "eatdown" and/or disposal. It is important to
realize that this stratification process is accomplished on an
,; i"cem for item" basis.
The data in Table 13 reflects the stratification of
Marine Corps Stock Fund inventories for the period 1957 thr
1967. It will be noted that the decrease in inventory 1
and total assets reflected here has been accomplished lo-
tion of inventories in a long supply
•
position , which reached
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of items included in the fund during iry pe
of 1956 through I960.
Further analysis of the data reflect. D Le l~'j
^s that the Marin*
tion in the iong supply position from I960 to ]
only $70 million of the inventories were in a long supply
position compared with $283 million in 19' - reduction
of inventories in long supply has provided the mean.
funds were available for recission by Congress or r< -
ati. . It may be observed that the level of peacetime operat
stocks has not been affected to any significant degree by the.
actions. Rather, the level of inventories identified as peace-
time operating stocks has been increased to support the effort
in Vietnam.
Previous chapters have shown the difficulty experienc
within the Marine Corps in reaching agreement concerning the
scope and nature of items to be included in the Stock Fund.
In spite of the internal differences of opinion that existed,
the official Marino Corps policy appears to have been one of a
rather liberal inclusion criteria as evidenced by the fact
approximately 98 per cent of Marine Corps inventoric. .
line item basis, were included and financed by the Marine Cor
Stock Fund.
i
The foregoing di . ions bed to the pr
of evaluating the effectiveness and efficiency of the stc •
.d technique as a tool of supply managemen . differ-
in interpretation^of" Department of Lncl.usi on/exclusion
criteri by each of the individual serv comparison on
this basis difficult if not impossible . n within the Mar.'.
Corps Stock Fund itself, evaluation on a inventory turnov^
basis is difficult as evidenced by t] nature of the coramodii
handled, funds invested, and the frequency of sale occas'
by the item. It appears obvious that utilization of the stc
fund technique in the area of clothing and textiles, subsist-
ence, commissary store and fuel items has resulted in a high
level of effectiveness when measured by the stock turnover
criteria. The degree of effectiveness in achieving a "revolv-
ing" action in the other areas is less evident. It woui
appear that effectiveness in these areas should not fee measur-
by commodity, but rather by individual item. This conclusi
is supported by the discussion in previous chapters concerni:
action taken by the Marine Corps to identify inclusion/exclusion
criteria on an item for item basis rather than accepting






In 1965, actions were ti of
Defense which would result in the settle]
Stock Fund criteria which have existed in the past am pon-
sible officials at Headquarters, Marine Corp. . By 1965,
developments in Department of Defense financial management
progressed from the "performance budget" introduced d
era of Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) to*. J.
McNeil to the Planning-Programming-Budgeting System fostered
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) Charles J. E
in the early 1960's.
In the summer of 1965, Robert N. An 1 was appoint-
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) and 11 heir to
the task of making major changes' in the progra. ;, bud
and accounting systems. The first of these actions was i
PRIME (an acronym for '. riority Management Efforts ) .




support for the p.
m.
Sec that the agencies managers ar the basic tool::
they need—responsibility-centered cost-based operating
maximum cost reduction gof .
'
Project PRIME foe on "op<
"investment" resources and is concerned pi- . : th resourc
that are financed under Operation and Maintenance, and Milita
Personnel appropriations.
Dr. Anthony's views on the problem are th;
The Five Year Defense Program is structured in terms of
missions or purposes. We budget, however , on an entirely
different wave length, primarily in terms of resourc .
acquire: military personnel, fuel, material of various
types, for exampl . manage in essentially
with organizations at the headquarter respons:
for the acqu Lon of each opera
manager responsible for only a small fraction of the- to
i
resources that are covered in his allotment. One rec
study, for example, indicated that the typical field ma]
is funded for only 20% of the resources he coi. 3.
Such an arrangement has real weakne. . ; plan J
careful detail by total costs, and by missions, as we s.
but our field managers focus on only the 20% of the cos
for which they are funded. . . .
Dr. Anthony viewed the problem as being one of
distinguishing between "capital" and "operat cost.
.
Defense Resource Management Systems, "Proj^
National Security Management (Washington, D.C. : Industrial
College of the Armed Forces, 1967), p. 3.
Proceedings, U.S. Hav '. .'•:"
__.
burg, Pennsylvania, May 4-6, 1966, p. 24.

-:-oughout "Che period of their a . opcrat.
oo. ire the resources that are consum ' eving plann-
objectives. The for
and the latter by -relating resources co:
. , . . 1
achieved m a given perioa 01 tin .
In differentiating between operating and investment
costs, the Department of Defense determined that the folio-
changes were required: the accounts structure must be rev'
costs of military personnel will be charged to or ational
units; appropriation definitions must be purified to include
only those items of an expense nature in the operating approp
ations; and the working capital mechanism (stock funds and
industrial funds) must' be extended to include all items of an
2 ^^
expense nature.
With regard to the .purification of appropriations the
action involves shifting many items of repair parts and other
consumables from continuing appropriations to operating appro-
priations. The working capital mechanism of stock funds would





Robert N. Anthony, "Closing the Loop," I . . •
in Defense Management (Washington, D.C.: Industrial
of the Armed Forces, November, 1967), p. 14-.
i
such actio
. . . the system should mo
conc'-i-ned about the use of resources. Of c 'se, offie
only one criterion for
to c ency must never V bo ov
ion of ef fectivener ins getting the job done,
done well. But managers need to know itly the.'
subordinates are performing their assigned ..ions, and
the new system will help then learn . ould
more concerned with the wise use of id ther -
fore lessen the need for exhortation, inspection, specific
constraints, and other devices that are now used '.as a
substitute for built-in motivation.
In September, 1966 criteria defining "expense" and
"investment" items were issued by the Department of Defense.
In referring to the material aspect, expense items were def
as follows:
1. End items of equipment - items of equipment having a
unit value of less than Si, 000 and over which an
inventory control point does not maintain centralized
individual item management throughout the supply syst
down to the user level.
2. Nonreparable spares and repair parts including aircra
and missile spares.
3. Assemblies, spares and repair parts which, althc
reparable, (a) are not centrally manag ie
items, and (b) are not d 'or
the reason that repair of unserviceable Lties
the items are not considered by the central inventc
manager in requirements determinations.
4. Food, clothing and POL items.




-Ly end use (e.g.
,
c<
aircraft squadron) even 1
The directive further provid for i]
it costs associated with :
1. Major items of equipment - thes
importance to the ope
units that they are 'ect to continui ;, ralize .
individual item management and asset control
all command and support channels, out tl
active life, from acquisition throug
and disposal. Typically, such items are long-liv
use, of high dollar unit value, and the sub-
ject of a control report submitted by the final user to
the cognizant inventory manag' .
2. Other end items of equipment.
;
ail other end
items of military or commercial-type, including items
authorized for local procurement, but excluding itc
of equipment having a unit value of . 30
and over which a control point does not
centralized item mane supply
system down to the user level.
3. Reparable assemblies, spare parts and repair parts
which are centrally managed recoverable items and
are designated as reparable becau ' ceabl
quantities of the items are con y the inventc
manager in its requirements determination.
4. Equipment procured Iocs": :" it otherwise meets t
definition of investmenl .
.e criteria utilized in distir. g betv
and investment costs are visually portrayed .art
U.S. Department of Defense, Def ini '
and Investment Costs
,


























































Source: U.S. Department of Defense, Definitions of Expenses
and Investment Costs
,
DOD Instruction 70^0,5 September 1,
1966.

3 ant to note in this criteria
for insurance, safety and depot repair -
ject bo "exclusion" under the criteria then in use.
The Marine Corps lost lit'. z; for I
changes which wer.e to be placed in effect on -July 1, 196 .
On September 16, 1966 an initial list indicating those i1
oh were to migrate from or to th as publi
to the field.
Even though the implementat
delayed until July 1, 1968 due to Congressional action, the
Marine Corps proceeded with plans to effect .the ch<
indicated. The initial list v;as revised in cy an
2
of 1967. At that time it was estimated that approximately
2440 items would be decapitalized from the Stock Fund and 7
items capitalized into the Fund. The unit prices of the pi
for items decapitalization ranged from SO. 50 to S64,050.
those being capitalized ranged from SO. 02 to , very ;'
items were in the higher price range.
Criteria were developed in line
and the decision table furnished by the Department of
iU.S. Marine Corps Headquarte. ; ' '
Fiscal Years 1968/196 9, Bulletin 007100 (unclassifi<
16, 1966, Part Vi , Chapter 2, Ahnex D.
2
U.S. Marine Corps Headquarters,
_
-
Budget Guidance. . 1 seal Yearr ; i
\




an item to be financed by the Marine Corps Proc o-




intended use, e.g. , ship, aircraft, ; truck, etc.
b. Principal items . d items of ma.jo portal
which require detailed analysis and examination, at t.
level established for central control, or at i Llitaj
service level, of all factors affecting t] >ply :
demand. An end item is generally selected as a principal
item on the basis of military combat or training essential-
ity, considering also the difficulty of procurement or
production and criticality of basic materials or component .
c. Major end items : These items are ' . . . of sue
importance to the operating readiness of operating units
that they are subject to continuing, centralized, individi
item management and asset control throughout all com;.
and support echelons, an out an active l
acquisition through until wear out and di: r al.' 1
A set of rules were also established, to be applied
2
against the definitions provided, and are summarized:
Rule 1 :
Any item meeting the definitions quoted above which is
" long-lived in use , of high dollar value , reparable , and
subject to routine status reporting by the using unit
11 be designated as an invei nt it-. .
Department of the Navy, Headquarters, U.. . Corps
Letter from the Commandant of the Marine Corps, CSR-1-. \
to the Commanding General, Marine Corps Supp







cost . 00 or greater will be des i v<
nt item.
Any end item not subject to the [requirement
of Rule 1 and with a unit price of les. ,1,000,
be designated as an expense itei .
All secondary depot reparabl- 11 be d< &ted as
investment items.
Rule 5 :
All modification kits and modification assemblies will
be designated as investment i1
Rule 5 :
Any item not covered in Rules 1 through 5, and w]
has a unit price of $500 or greater an is requ
for the support of an end item with a tot' arine Cor
density of less than 40 will be ated an
ment item. The rationale in designating these items as
investment costs is justified on the basis that because
the low density of the end item, field activities would not
be able to prepare a Marine Corps-wide budget.
Rule 7 :
All items nor covered under Rules 1 throw
expense items (stock-funded).
On July 1, 196? , the Inventory Control Po: ras to
have effected the change-over of the records based
guidance provided by Headquarters, Marine Corps.
the next few months provided some indication; at cs
tion or decapitalization was not totally effec

who were to recei\ s on •
billed by the stock fund. This condition
corrected and the record reconstructed.
number of items and the dollar value by
overall effects of this action on the stock fund.
It is readily apparent that the c s in the c'ritei
resulted in a net reduction of items and overall money val
from Marine Corps 'Stock Fund. The reader will recal:
a previous discussion which pointed out that the Marine Cor
is decapitalizing while the Navy and Air Force are undergo:!
the throes of capitalizing items which were '
1963, in the case of the Navy, or never capitalized in ;
of the Air Force. In October, 1957 i"t mated that t;
Navy would capitalize approximately 5^-7 ,100. 'items valued at
281.184- million, beginning on July 1, 19' .
In complying with the dicates of the Department of
Defense and Dr. Anthony, the future of the Stock Fund remai
a clouded issue. Items of high dollar value have been removed
which in the past have made significant contributic
of sales to the revolving aspects of the fund. On the o
Interview with Mr. Anthony J. Varano, Febru
2
U.S. Department of the Navy, Naval Supp
Command, The Navy Stock Fund Reapportionment .
Year 1968 - Budget Estimate. ' ,- , . ,
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.turnover rates have been . Lced by b rid. The
i.ors require additional study and
To\<
. 1 on •
. Anthony' s j L, 000 for
i ra to be arbitrary. As in I ast , new c 11
undoubtedly be proposed. The crux of ter, .however,
it if comparable limitations are enforced based on arbitr;




ARY AND CO '
It has been the purpose of this paper to investigate
the development of the Marine Corps Stock Fund, to evaluate
practical application in effecting economies in supply manage-
ment, and to consider its future role.
Utilization of the stock funding ' s neith
a new nor unique technique for u .
it a panacea for all the problems encountered in the mar;.-
of inventories of the military servic . 'undin
however, provide a common denominator for evaluating actioi
taken in the management of material inventorie. . This co:
denominator is the dollar, and utilization of the stock fun
technique provides the basic criterion which is absent in <
forms of inventory financing and management.
It has been shown that the Navy was the ori or of
stock funding technique for improved manage
tories with establishment of the Naval Suppl.





not a result of internal decisioi
the pressing actions of the on Repor
19^9 for improvement of finane -nt w:
services. The actions of this C< ssion re
to the National Security Act of 19^7,
tary of Defense with the au: to u1 . funds wi
the military services. This provided more effed
-
control and accountability for the cost of programs within
Department of Defense.
It has been demonstrated that with regard to the
Corps, the Secretary of Defense was slow in ; the
prerogative granted him by the Congress. Le many interven-
circumstances may be offered as reasons for delay in
implementing the Marine Corps Stock Fund, the basic fact re
that pressure by Congress was necessary to establish the fund.
Public Law 488, 82nd Congress placed lementatio
the stock fund on an economic basis, i.e., either establ'.
stock fund or subsequent requests for approp ons for ir.
tory financing would be denied. Once faced v this c
the Marine Corps was quick to respond and in nine short ;
developed the groundwork and supplementary requ s .
necessary to implement the Marine Corps Stock Fund on July 1,
1955. The Marine Corps was quick to make the

Ut '. tool of
Defense criteria for item inclusion \ : iad
category applicability; .however, the
a fallacy in this type of philosophy w: ard to their typ
of activity. It attempted to develop a more definite criteria
based upon characteristics of the items rather than by
categories.
It has been shown that criteria developed by the Mar.'
Corps for inclusion/exclusion of items were recognized b;
Department of Defense. This is evidenced by the fact that it
inclusion/exclusion criteria developed by the Marine Corps
I960 were almost wholly adopted by the Department of Defense
in a 1962 study which was" subsequently applied to all military
services in 1963.
Establishment of a measure for the degree of effec
ness of the stock funding technique is extremely difficult.
Comparison of results of the .Marine Corps Stock Fund wit at
of the Air Force and Army points to the difficulty -
tive analysis. .lie evaluation on a general category
i.e., clothing and textiles, commissary stores, subsiste:
and fuels provides some commonality, the general area of
effectiveness of stock funding technical items ; be eval -
ated on an item for item basis rather than by eral cat
In spite of the problems in resolving an absolute

11-
:tiveness of t Corp.
fact remains that a degree of effect' -
been achieved.
Since establishment of the stock fund in 1955,
•Lne Corps has returned $[ 11 ion to fcr
made Slip. 5 million available for transfer zo other militar
appropriations. This action was p :;ed b; reduction of
inventory surpluses which existed. It mu: pointed out
the stock funding technique offers this alte
ing funds invested in excess levels of inventor Other
of financing do not offer this prerogat ' v .
In anticipating the future of the ne Corps Sto
Fund, the picture is quite obscure. Department of Defense
criteria for item inclusion/exclusion appear rather arbitrar, .
as evidenced by the definitive $1,000 line item value Cor
distinguishing between stock fund items and Appropriation
Stores Account items. It would appear that the criteria
developed by the Department of Defense for items to be inc
within stock funds are only a refinement of the ! '
material" philosophy that has been espoused by the Dep
of Defense since 195^-

funds
years before 194-9, when the Secretary of .
to Implement this tool of ma
services. spite of th< .
only after continued pressure by the Co calling for
increased uniformity among the services in the operation of
military supply systems that the Depart e and
Secretary of the Navy required the Marine Corps to establi.
stock fund.
Although it is difficult to compare the effectiv*
and efficiency of stock fund operations between services
of the inclusion/exclusion criteria, the economies effec
the Marine Corps can attest- to the value of the stock fund
technique. The dollar returns to Congress make a "show cai
exhibit of what may be considered as a measure of success,
the realization, however, of this business-like type of mana
ment , operating managers have become more accountable for tl
effective utilization of money and material. By
per cent of Marine Corps line items in stock fund inventor
the free issue system was somewhat eliminated, and enf ore-




ca clothing and textiles,
stc hout
Other ed on aj
for item basis. The ext o inclij
types of expense items will result suspi
items which previously met criteria for exclusion from tl
The arbitrary limit of Si, 000 is subject to further scrui
Under this philosophy it would appear that a clear distinctio
must be made between the historic use o fund :
its revolving characteristic as contrasted with^fche work;
capital fund concept espoused by Dr. Anthon;. .
The military services, and th< cine Corps in
particular, are familiar with the stock fund and requirement
to maintain its revolving nature. Less clear, however, is
nature of the term "working capital fund" as discussed by I
Anthony. The author nas been unable at this point to dete.
what is intended by Dr. Anthony the Depart of Di f
Doe's the term "working capi :'und" carr;
items included within stock funds must "revolve" or is there
some further interpretation of the te Regardless of
purpose, it would appear that a working definition of
"working capital fund" be made known. To date, sue:
ation has not been promulgated by the Department of Defense
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J CORPS* STOCK FUND
I . thority
The Marine Corps Stock Fund is hereby established pursuant to Sdoliofc
A05 of tho National Security Act Amendments of 1949.
II rpose
To provide for Stock Fund financing of all depot cr bulk stooka of
materials and supplies held for sale or issuo that meet the criteria to .
established under regulations to be prescribed by tho Secretary of Dof ^ iSO*
III Effective Dato
Marine Corps Stook Fund will commence operations as of 1 July 1953
»
Management of the Fund
Under the direction of the Commandant of the Marine Corps, the
Quartermaster Qeneral of the Marine Corps will administer and manage thO
Marine Corps Stock Fund in conformity with such policy l ..-tements and
appropriate regulations as may be issued by higher authority.
V Functions and Responsibilities
With respect to the materia- ^ and supplies financed under the Stook
Fund, the responsibilities of the Quartermaster General of the Marine
Corps inolude, but are not limited to:
a) Management of the fund in such a manner as will obtain
optimum use"of fund capital with minimum stock levels.

b) Formulation and establishment of operating procedures
aa required. .
o) Computation of prices and promulgation of ncc
catalogo and prico liots.
d) Mministration of funds mode available for operation
of the fund. *




Maintenance of required accounts and records*
g) Preparation of required fiscal and finanoial reports
- statements.
VI -tergal Categories
a) Marine Corps supply classifications will be sub-divided for
purpose of identifying categories which meet the criteria for steels
fund financing. The stock fund account will encompass 1 all i sricS *ti
establishments identified under Section VII of all supply groups under
the categories so identified by Marine Corps Supply Bulletins and Catalog**
inoluding, but not limited to Individual Clothing, Non-perishable Sub-
sistence. Electronics, Engineer, Gene, ^pply» Motor Transport, and
Ordnance.
b) For all selected Stock Fund categories, the Stock Fund will
inolude: (1) Serviceable material, both new and used) (2) unserviceable
material) (3) excess and surplus i—corial pending disposal) and (4.) nobili-
sation or special reserve stocks.
\

Vl'.I Eat monts Included
a) All types of Marino Corps Depots.
b) Marine Corps Schools, Quantico y Vs..
o) Major Air Stations in Continon ,3.
d) For Individual o. hdng crJLy>, all regular Marino Corp- uni*:
. oxoept those en combat acoour.tability.
VIII Authorised Pure' -
Authorised purchasers of materials and supplies ac:
and issued by the Marine Corps Stock Fund, include c^ch parties as l
authorized by competent authority in accordance with lav arid £ubjoot to
suoh regulations as may bo issued by the Secretary c£ Do.
DC Initial Working Capital
Initial capitalization in the Marino Corps Stock Fuzd as of 1 Sx
1953, vill consist of i
a) Cash,
b) The value of supplies on order and undellvei Loh
have been obligated under and will be paid for from
annual appropriations for Fiscal Year 1953 or prior
years.
o) Value c at ail installations la
which stocks c.u maintained as identified in Section
VII above.
d) A liabilit}?- i . the form of a stook withdrawal credit
to be on amount of approved budg: **ts
for stock fund issues in excess of availa
for Fiscal lear 1954-, such credits to be
distributed en same I as cash allo'v

:: Rxcoptionn to Approvod Policies for Stoc': T
The requirement thrit price differentials bo established to rare-
nize the difforor.ca in valuo of f. as and itcru ia leva the.,
condition is vai ! until stocks can b3 accurJitoly Oleoaifiod £ :fc-*









CHARTER FOR THE MARINE CORPS STOC:. FUND
I. AUTHORITY, ^
The Marino Corps Stock Fund, established under charter approved
I June 1953, is hereby re-established 'under the authority contained in
.ion 405 of the National. Security Act of 194-7, as amended, and Regu-
lations Governing Stock Fund Operations (DOD Directive No. 7420.1) approve^
by the Secretary of Defonsq 1 February 1954
•
II. PURPOSE
To provide a simplified and effoctivo means of managing, control-
ling, financing 3 accounting, through the use of working capital funds,
for such materials, supplies and equipment as are identified under Section
IV hereafter.
III. MANAGEMENT
Under the direction of the Secretary of the Navy and the Commandant
of the Marine Corps, the Quartermaster General of the Marino Corps will
administer and manage the Marine Corps Stock Fund in cor- rormity u ich
policy statements, appropriate regulations and procedures as may be issued
by higher authority. The Marine Corps Stock Fund as covered by this charter
excludes all material, supplies and equipment financed under the Navy Stock
Fund which is established by separate charter and managed by the Chief of
the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts.
IV. INVENTORIES
All materials procured and/or stored in the Marine Corps supply
system for issue for maintenance and operating purposes are authorized to
be carried in the Marine Corps Stock Fund. Normally, this will include all
consumable types of material and relatively minor items of equipment, in-
cluding parts and components used in the manufacture, assembly, maintenance
or rebuild of end-items for the military supply system.
The major categories of material approved for financing by the
Marine Corps Stock Fund are set forth in the Appendix attached to and made
a part of this charter. All secondary items within those categories of
material (including spare parts) currently otherwise financed shall be
included in the Fund as- expeditiously as possible.
V. DISTRIBUTION LEVELS
All material authorized to be purchased by tho Marine Corps Stock
a will be carried in tho Fund at all supply centers, oepot3, and
^. Lgnated stations and units as authorized and pu_ Navy




Ope .>tmonts may bo isffu authorized and
Navy Comptroller's Manual.
VII. EX, OPTIONS TO RBOU.T \TIQNS GOVERNTNG STOCK FU-.T) OPERAT IC
As an interim measuro, the following exception is granted pending
revision of the Regulation!)
t
The requirements of. paragraph 12(c) are waived to permit the
Department of the Navy to determine whether direct expenses shall be charg
to .'oss proceeds of sale of excess and surplus property credited to
the cash account of che fund.
SUBMITTED FOR APPROVAL 1
-0 F£& 1956
'Urz&h
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY (FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT)
APPROVED: MAI? 1 2 1356










ill be excluded from the Ld:
I r' ' :
1) ."• .
. mblies , and parts of sue
management throughout the supply s,\
se level, and items installed or
is required. These specifical
inventory control, including co fcion i s,
central procurement, central direction o . and
central knowledge and control of all assets .
Corps. Under this criterior s for budget pro
ment requirements, quality control , and/or as. mt to
require continuing logistics engineering or fiscal administra-
tion and control at this Headquarters.
(2) Supplemental Criterion . Principal items are
further defined as those items for which there is a require
at this Headquarters for knowledge of condition, location, and
quantity of all Marine Corps assets thereo .
Examples : Tank, radar, ammunition, true o,
individual weapon.
b. Items Coded for Kor)air i.
_1
(1) Definition . These are not to be construed as all
reparable items. These are ma.jor items—components/
end items—requiring mandatory exchange or ret for
fifth echelon repair by centers, cross-servi . or contract
Normally, these items would have the characteristics of pri -
pal i-cems in that they require centralized individual
management.
(2) upplemental Criteria . In order to qi.
this criterion, a major item must have all of
characteristics which would make it a logical can
planned fifth echelon repair to meet projected repl- at
requirements for serviceable assets in the stor




"(b) Its r Ld
tooling, and testing not avai"'
or authorized by the main
(c) It can be rebui
Corps supply center cro - iervicing or rcial
•ces.
(d) There is a 6
when unserviceable, can be rebuilt at less than of l ;
replacement cost, 'based upo.- able tec al op:
derived in conjunction with contractor a and
recommendations.
(e) The average serviceable use period of the it
after rebuild is greater than tyO/o of the average serviceable




(1) ' Definition . These are ite Lien are not cer
to fail (no failure is predic" but,
failure is experienced or loss occurs through ace . Li
of replacement item would seriously hamper the operational
capability of the equipment affected. Therefore, such ite:
are purchased on a limited quantity basis primarily because of
'
the consequence of failure or loss, rather than the probabi
of such an occurrence.
(2) Supplemental Criterion . In this category
which are stocked "just in case" of an accident, loss, or
lure. These are items on which no -replenishable demand
anticipated.
d. Items in Research and Develc
(1) Definition . These are equi
air parts undergoing rapid design c
such that design will not remain stable thro"
usage development period before being replaced by

•ocur ' re:
tily, and those for -
pai -service use.
e. ' -ms Havir • ''''. •'
(1) " ' . ure sal'
mot 13
return o .stock investment I or no recu
demand. Items falling ' . but ar
not limited to, the folio-
(a) Items procured and >ecifj
:tivity and not planned to be rep d or
'general use.
(b) Class IV items and Class . Type I che
warfare items.
(c) Items designed for "o- - ballat
an end item; e.g. , a modification kit. Lt is def:
as one which meets the following requ nts: (i) It is pro-
cured containing all material necessary to perform a mod
tion, and (ii) It consists of two or
,
at least c
of which is not in the master in ory record ot
stocked in the Marine Corps supply system.
)
(d) Items used on an initial basis only
required upkeep accomplished through component replacements;
e.g., sets, kits, chests.
(2) Supplemental Criterion . None.
f
.
Locally Controlled Items Purchased for 1
(1) Definition .
consistently and, therefore, do not require an operati;
These items will not be included in the stores
(2) upplemental Criter' This criterion
those items not stocked in I Marine -Corps suppl.










ls of Financial, :' apply ^ _____ -'t;he
DOD Instruction 5000.8, June 15, L9

GL< t OF
(1) A record (usually one of a
• book , " or
.
pr< or other a:
obli >n, capital, available fund or to <
of ! os, or funds •
costs, or expenditures, for a
also include a si.
"account;, control"). (2) A title of -.count (or
designated group of account
reports. (3) An appropr:' or o . or t
title thereof. (4) A summarized presej
"cions in a financial statement in 1< -account form.
(5) The rendering of an accounting.
Accounts, budgetary . A category of special accounts required
in accounting for expendable funds (other I 5se
accounts which would also be required under the accrual
basis of accounting) in order to snow balances availal
for obligation. Includes "anticip- bursements
(or revenues)", "contracts and orders outstand , and
"balance available for obligation" (broken down as desi
—such as "commitments outstanding", and "budget reserves'' .
Distinguished from "proprietary accounts" (q.v.).
Accounts payable . Amounts owed to creditors, c than on
loans, May include amounts appropriately ; ed or bill-
able under contracts for progress paym< . or ea
contractors held back, as well as amounts d pon actu-
deliveries of goods and services. (Part of direct liabil-
ities and unpaid obligations.)
Accounts receivable . (1) Amounts owing from debtors on c
accounts. (2) Under appropriated funds,
from debtors for reimbursements earned, or for ap] c
ation refunds due but not offset against amounts ble
under vouchered invoices, payrolls, etc.
count, stores . An account reflecting the cost and/or
quantity of materials, supplies, and similar property on








' ' .'• ••-.
accounts for ]
on hand, , in terras of co
and/or quantity, includi: idition of >ry
report. .
Accountinp, stores . That part o :' pr ^q.v.j
concerned with materials, supplies, .ent in
storage as distinguished from c property (q.v.) and
equipment in use.
.
oc at ion, fund . (1) In th-
the action of "funding" . . n "op
— i.e., the administrat action hin a milil
ment of granting and limiting authority to an operati:
agency, based upon reviev: and approval of its operati
budget, to incur obligations and it'ures under
given "approprj. V (q.v.), and to itions
and allotments therefor. (2) An admin re subd'.
created by such funding action, of appropriation o
other fund. ($) As used by the Bureau of
the Treasury Department , an amount set by an ag
in a separate appropriation account for the use of anoth
agency in carrying out the purpose of an appropriatio] .
Includes amounts set aside on the books of the Treasu:-.
"transfer appropriation accounts".
Allotment, fund . (1) The administrative action of "fun
(q.v.) an "operating unit" (q.v.)—i.e., grant md
limiting authority to incur obligations and
under a given "appropriation" (q.v.), and
ments therefor, based upon re and approval of
operating budget- of the operating unit. (2) /
tive subdivision, created by such funding action, c
appropriation or other fund.
Apportionment. A determination and limitation he Bu:
-
--
of the Budget as to the amount of ob
tures which may be incurred (or authorized to be
during a specified period, under an ap_ or o
fund, contract authorization, other s
or a coml on thereof. An apportio

ito i i for
ob ( . :• combination thereof,




ot I Ions for specific-
there for out of the Tr
,
current . Cash an ' other assel or earn
iay reasonably be expec realized in cas
consumed dur the normal operating cycle of busint i : .
Balance available for obligation . (1) 3f fund
resources, after deducting unpaid obli . :ith respect
to an appropriated fund or subdivision . (2)
Remainder of funds made available by appropriation or a
subdivision thereof, including reimbursements earned or
anticipated to be earned, after" deducting obligations
incurred. The amount determined by either of these t
methods' is identical; it measures, as a limitation, addition-
al obligations which may be incurred. . "unobligated
balance.
"
Balance sheet, fund. A statement of the financial position
an accounting entity at a specified date, usually prepared
from books kept by double entry, sho "und resou
unpaid obligations, and balances available for obligation
for each expendable fund (or fund subdivision). Kay indu
summary balance sheets of revolving funds and a nt
of property resources acquired from expendable fi , or
such statements of other resources and funds may be separr.
ly provided.
Iget
. (1) A planned program for a fiscal period in of
(a) estimated costs, obligations and expend.'; , (b)
source of funds for financing, including reimbur. .ts
anticipated and other resources to be applied, and (c
explanatory and workload data on teh projected pr
•and activities. To prepare such a progra: .
Budget, operating . A budget, currently re
basis of budget authorization, apportio t or f
and financial control of obligations, costs, and




pr includes "c . .
•
. A budget based upo , functioi
. projects, which would focus attention ut
character and relative importance of the work to
or upon the service to be rendered, r< n upon t
js to be acquired su<
. etc
Bu: - oiler relationship. .e re: order activi
to a performing activity (bot :eral
Government) with respect to v;
materiel furnished und n order or, ble b;
These two activities may be within the ry
department, operating agency, or installatic .
apital, working. Excess of current assets over eq-
uabilities.
Commitment . A firm administrative reservation of .
upon firm procurement directives, orders, requisition.
;
requests which authorized the creation of an obligation
without further^recourse to the official responsible for
certifying the availability of funds. Cfers from te
used in business, v/here it means a contract or ot] al
obligation for goods or services to be furnish' &; i
obligation.
Control, inventory . That functional phase of supply ope:
which is concerned with applying managerial supervision
integrate the actions of requirements computation, produc-
tion, procurement, distribution, maintenance, and dispo:
of materiel within a supply system.
Equipment allowance lists , (generic term) Publications, or
sections thereof, in the military services v.
the equipment and weapons authorized for military org;
zations, air units, aboard ships, individual
personnel, and administrative equipment at ports or
Expenditures
. (1) In the Federal Government is "ca;
disbursements" (q.v.). (2) Outside the Federal Gov




1 services received and co;
wn for use for a
,
. ot




established pursuant to law to pre Lentif
language, eliminate differ' of like i
reveal interchangeabilit; andardizf -
tion, facilitate inter- and intra-de bal logistic;
support, assist industrial mobilization strengl
Government-industry relationships to rove supply manage -
ment and military effectiveness and pro: efficiency s
economy in logistics operatio: .
-.1 year, curre-rit . The fiscal year in progress but not
completed.-
rund , capital .
or a business-type activity, or for inve:: b in securj
or other income-producing property, based upon the prim;:.
objective of maintaining the capital of the fund from inco
(Outside government;, there is r the objective
producting a profit for ad< or distri-
bution to holders of the fund equity. ) Usually includes
fixed assets as well as working capital. stinguished
from an "expendable fund" ... .-nment, a "revo
ing fund" (q.v.) is an example of a capital fund.
Fund, revolving . A fund established to finance a of
operations to which reimbursements and colled
returned for reuse in a manner such as will maintain 1
principal of the fund; e.g., "working capital funds",
"industrial funds", and "loan funds".
A fund established for the purpose of carry!
Fund, stock, A type of jrking-capital fund" (q.v.)
of consumable materiel.to finance, inventories
Inventory (1) The amount of property on hand at
time. (2) Any itemized list of such prop
may show such info on as class, item number,
quantity on hand, unit price, and value,,
count of property on hand (or weight or othe
(4) The act of compiling such a list,









Inventor', • • -or , Th< d of a sup
otion and control of
an assigned commodity, c< of co
categories.
Inventory-:: .- transit . That materiel in t:
tion system which is in the process of b froi
of receipt from procurement and production (either co -
tractor's plant or first destination,
of delivery) and between points of storage,
Inventory turnover . (1) An average ratio for purposes of
inventory analysis: annual sales or issues at cost divi
by average peacetime operating stocks onl; . y be co:
on an equivalent basis with use of data for a period .
than a year. (2) The number of times on the average a
entire inventory is sold or issue- year.
. s, free . Materiel provid or con tion i
charge to the fund or fund subdivision whic]
activity to which issued.
Issues, reimbursable . Materiel provided for use or consi
• for stock) on the of charge to 1
funds ann reimbursement to the applicabli
finances procurement of the materiel.
Item, common . (1) Any item of materiel
se by more than one activity. (2.
to denote any consumable item except repa or ot
technical item. . ($) Any item of mater'
cured for, owned by (service stock), o.
department of the Department of
required to be furnished to a recipient countr;
grant-aid Military Assistance Progrc.: . (4)
able commercial items. (5) Items used I o or






d in the ass^
. "common- s<
] . . ' i "; . -itemi
detail - -
atral control, or at tl
1 factors affecting supply id. .-'
onerally selected as a principal _ Df
i litary combat or ti- entiall
he difficulty -o^f procurement or- production
of basic materials or component. .
Items, secondary . All items in t ilitary supply .
that do not meet the crite established in the definition
for principal items.
Liabilities . Amounts owed under obligations for goods and
services received and other assets acquir- : include
accruals of amounts earned but not yet due and prog
payments due on contracts. .:cludes "contracts and or
outstanding" (q.v.).
Mamagement , financial . That area of management concerns
planning, administration, and control of use of resources
(property as well as funds) in monetary term . See
"comptroller.
"
Management, supply . The exercise of direction and control of
all phases of supply operations, including the functio
of cataloging, identification, standardization, requir -
ments determination, procurement, inspection, quality
control, storage, distribution disposal, arrangement for
transportation, maintenance, mobilization pJ
trial readiness, planning and item manage classification
cerial
. (1) Raw, crude or partially processed ite
have not yet been brought into a definite functional
(2) Inventory on which manufacturing or processing i
done prior to sale or use.
oriel . All items of personal property necei
equipment, maintenance, operation and support of militai
activities without distinction as to their applic 'or
administrative or combat purposes.

.;, for . •• purposes,
various groups
classification, on the basis of
co, at inventory contro-'l .be, o







s incorporated in ot.
identity when it is drop- from
(for example, spare part; ^onents of
equipment, uch as aire- . p propeller s
and electronic "black boxes."
NO': It is impracticable to
precise dividing line between co L and
"capital-type" materiel with o
ment. However, any components of equipment h are
susceptible to cost control upon the basis of budgeti:
and accounting for the cost of consumption should be co:
-
sidered to be consumable materiel, and all other componc
should be considered to be capital-type mater
Materiel-distribution system . That complex of facilities,
installations, methods, and procedures, designed to rec
store, maintain, distribute, and control the flow of- -
tary materiel between the point of receipt into the mi lit;
system and the point of issue to using activities and uni
•
Obli .-• tional authority. (1) An authorization by Act of Congn
to procure goods and services within a specified .amour .
either by appropriation or otherwise, such as
contract authorization (q.v.). (2) The administrative
extension of such authority, as by apportionment or fur,
(q.v.). ($) The amount of author: o granted.
Qbsc"! escenc e. (1) The decrease in utility of a tea
. le to economic, social, or techno ;al ch
nave brought about development of so ' ng new to
demands or which have increased efficiency in product
or use (also see depreciation). (2) The cost applicable
thereto.
Peacetime acquisition objective . The of
materiel to be maintained on hend and on order to .






d to be oi and to per
tions in bhe event o
plenishment o
i . demand.
(c) . | : of
.
; i d
action and the receip of
materiel purcha ts a rei
Procurement lead t' ricl
obtained from any source outside the supply
of that service, such as by ufacture
service.
(d) Special reo ' :•
;
.0 quantities of mi
required for specific, approved, non-recurrj
peacetime programs, such as pre
haul programs.
Peacetime-acquisition stock . The portion of the total quant:,
of an item designated to meet the Peacetime Acquisition
Objective.
Policy . A settled course adopted or prescribed to 1 foil
by an individual or group of individuals. Policy' shou
based upon "principle" (q.v.), but must reconcile ther -
with practical considerations having a bearing on timel;
effective action.
Procedure . (1) The means or methods by which action shall
taken consistent with applicable "pri] 'q.v.).
(2) A means of implementing "policy" (q. . .
Procurement, central . The process of acquiri .1 to
et consolidated department-wide requirements. Disti
ed from local procurement. May or may not include p
ment of requirements of other Ltary d<
procurement, coordinate*..
Procurement, loca l. Procurement of materiel or s
.ited States by an installation for consumpt:
installation or its satellited activities Her
stations; such procurement overseas :'







. (1) .. in or scheme of
i ccon ut of a e ob,' 'ic
to the time-phai
'or its i
qu terms, wit] , materiel,
and facilities', requirements.. Thus a p
basis for budgeting. (2) . ;ment or at of co
plan. ($) A budget accoi ssification — see oudget
program -
Property capitalized . In Defense : (l) The formal inclusic
ateriel, work-in-process, or equipment, previou! inane
by appropriations, in a revolving fund so t he prop
constitutes an asset of the fund. nt of th
original financing appropriation is prohibited^/ (2) 1
materiel, work-in-process, or equipment in a revolving *
fund.
Property in stores . Supplies and equipment in the storage and
distribution ^erfstem. recorded as inventory or
Provisioning . The process
<
of determining the range and quant!
of items (i.e. spares and repair parts, special tools,
test equipment and support equipment) required to support
and maintain an end-item of materiel for an initial period
of service. It includes the identification of items of
supply, the establish: n >f data for catalog, technical
manual, and allowance list preparation and the preparation
of instructions to assure delivery of necessary support
items with related end-items.
Readiness acquisition objective . The quantity of an i 'or
support of U.S. Forces, in addition to eacetim
materiel requirements," which is required to be in ti
supply system of a military service at the beginning of
wartime planning period as specified to a pprov
logistics objectives.
' ness acquisition . The portion of the qu; of














bo 1 'S, usual 1;
(The terra excludes "ir
11 but inc ...
bies assessed and unpaid, c
property or other purpos
reimbursements due from other agenci id funds.)
Kccj (1) A presentation "by an a
on of all or part of a reduction
made "by a higher review level. (2) An appeal for recon:
ation of any action.
^ing demand . A request made periodically or anticipate
to be repetitive by an authorized requisitioner for m
for comsumption or use or for stoc plenishment.
Report, financial . A formal statement, or ser.i e/K of stal
with or without narrative or exposition, i
condition at a given time or results of transactions or
operations (other than military) for a given period,
or without comparison with budget estimates, standards,
limitations, etc.
Requirements
. (l) The need or demand for personnel, equipment,
facilities, other resources, or services, by specific
quantities, for specific periods of time or at specified
times. (2) For use in budgeting, item requirements should
be screened as to individual priority and approved in tl.
light of total available budget resource:.
•
: ssion . (1) A statutory cancellation or reduction
obligational authority under a previous appropr.ia
contract authorization. (2) A cancellation of any
tive or authorization.
Resources, fund
. (1) In the case of an "err
undisbursed balances of the applicable fund or f sub-
division; accounts receivable for revenues, reimbur
and refunds; anticipated revenues, and reimbur.
Le current budget-year; advances to be re ed or
applied in liquidation o abilitie! .
property — both capital 'property and inventor' 'con-





Revo] account. An account on
in which are recorded rec
to a soecific revolvin
_______
Phe amo.unt of proceeds reall
Le seller for goods or services f or to
. hed to the buyer. (2) E
prices, or at standard prices less discou
Spare parts .' Individual parts, subass*
(components), supplied for t ze or r of
equipment.
Standardization program, Defense-. The progr-
la b.ich requires the standardization of material, c
ents, equipment, and processes respect
supply and services approved for use litar. v-
ices to improve the efficiency and effective of
logistical support and operations readiness conser
money, manpower, time, production facilities, aatur;
resources in the Department of Defense.
St p.-
. A supply of materiel maintained on hand at store
points in a supply system zo meet ";ipated de:
it. Items issued for actual use are not considered tc
in stock. 3yn. stores.
Stoc , centrally .
___.
item:
distribution system of the owj service stor
sale or retail distribution points.
tributed on a worldwide basis; excludes c stoc
held for other services or government agencies.
Stock class
. A subdivision of a stock group of the Feder
Supply Classification. There are approximately 570 sto
classes.
Stock, excess
. The quantity of an item in a
•:. exceeds the services retention lj
and is subject to utilization screening, rec!











Litoc . . LI. All stocks not included in t
distribution system" which are nee
controlled by the individual rnili
•
c e of i
.
"
: on , inventory . The record process of relati.
. ntory on-hand in ilitary suppl;
manner that the inventory composition c< asc ;rtair
on a quantitative and monetary has respect to t
purpose for which held; i.e., peacetime support stocks,
readiness retention stocks, or other approved retention
levels.
Supplies . Items in the Military Supply Syste Lch after
issue are immediately "consumed" in use, or which becc
incorporated in other propert:/, thus losin
;
eir identi
Supply-demand control point . See inventory control point.
Supply-system . The organizations, offices, facilities, metho
and techniques utilized to provide supplies and equip
to authorized users including requirements computati c .
procurement, distribution, maintenance-in-storage , issue
and salvage of materiel.
Transfer between appropriation accounts . (1) An- adju: t,
pursuant to lav/, which- withdraws amounts available for
obligation and expenditure from one appropriation accou,
for credit to another. Payments to other accounts fo
goods or services received, or to be received, shall not
be considered "transfers". (2) The amount of such a
transfer.



